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This work is a collection of poems and essays that are
based on my memory of the events of my childhood and
adolescence. I have consulted none of my family
members and have done no research in hopes of
maintaining the limited perspective I have grown up
with that has made thing such as divorce, abuse, and loss
so difficult to comprehend.
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Missing Parts
"When someoneyou love dies; andyou 'renot expectingit,
you don't lose them all at once... "
—John Irving
I met my Gramma Tucker two days after she died. Well, she'd always been a part
of my life. Mymother was very close to her and we visited her a lot— when I was very
yoimg. When my parents separated for the final time, I was in second grade. I only
recall a handful of visits after that. Most of those visits were in the Intensive Care Unit at
Allegheny General Hospital in Pittsburgh. Gramwas very sick with cancer that the
doctorshad found only a weekbefore. When she died, I was asked to write her eulogy. I
hardly knew her.
Momtold me that Gram had Pancreatic Cancer. It was lateMayof '03. MyAunt Shirlee
and her daughterMichellepacked Graminto their family car and drove the three hours
southfrom St. Marys, overandaround the mountains ofWestern Pennsylvania to
Allegheny General to seeaspecialist in Pittsburgh. Mom andI met themat the hospital.
I knew I didn't belongwith them for this type of thing. I was there by default because
mymomwas afraid of driving in the city. She needed me to get her there.
It was a reunion for a few moments, at least where I was concerned. I used small
talkto reacquaint myselfwith them. My auntasked me some questions. I answered her
trying to sound as accomplishedand impressive as I could becauseMichelle was a few
years younger than I was and she had alreadystarted grad school. Even worse, she was
studying EnglishLiterature. Shehad an office and students and everything else academia
brings. She put qmte a shadow over the CreativeWriting aspirations I had.
"So, Case, how's school? You almost done?"
"I graduated last December," I said proudly.
"Now what're you gonna do? Shell'sworking on her Master's at Duquesne.
Teachin' classes and everything. She thinks they're gonna hire her on."
"Oh, yeah? That's great. I plan on going to grad school, too but I'm...uhh...." I
started to say but I could tell that no one was really interested so I spared them the
details.
We wheeled Gramma Tucker into the corridor that led to the specialist's office.
My mom, Atmt Shirlee, Michelle, and I continued to talk while Gramma Tucker sat quiet
in the wheel chair. They were calling her Mom, Ma, and Grammie. I decided that
maybe if I stopped thinking ofher as Gramma Tucker I would feel like I should be
included such an intimate situation. I played with different terms of endearment in my
mind and decided that Gram worked best for me. It wasn't too affectionate but it had
more of a personal sense than the slightly more formal Gramma Tucker I was used to.
"you lose them inpieces overalong time"
St. Marys, Pennsylvania is a tired old mining town that is isolated and protected from
outside influences by the northern Appalachian Mountains. Throughout my life, I heard
my mom describe it to others as the kind of town that you can get stuck in if you don't
get out while you're still young. It was founded by a group of German Catholics
sometime in the late 1800's. Because of the untouched forest that surrounded the
settlement, St. Marys' first entrepreneiirs had hopes of the town becoming a power house
in the liimber industry, but the lack of a major waterway made transportation difficult
and the steepness of the isolated mountains did not cooperate with workers.
The town was on the verge of dying out when the discovery of carbon drew
others to the area in search of work. There were jobs to be had in the mines and with the
excavation companies and in the factories that processed the carbon that came from the
mines. St. Maryswas hailed the "CarbonCapital of the World" at one time when up was
the only way things could go for the blue collar community. But, asmines tend to do,
they began producing less carbon and St. Marys stopped growing. That's not to saythat
people don't still earn a good living in the factories because they do. It's easy to get stuck
there. Most kids go to the pubHc high school because tuition for the Catholic one is too
e3q)ensive. St.Mary'sArea High Schooldidn't domuch in the way of preparing kids for
college. I should know; it's my almamater. Even in the early nineties, when I went
there, most girls got pregnant before graduation and the boys took jobs in the factories or
with trucking or building companies.
In her day, my grandmother was said to be the prettiest girl for miles. I remember
my mom and her sisters telling me that men fell at her feet, but she married Thomas
Leroy Tucker; a handsome, not so tall, dark haired man. He was a Korean War veteran
and after that he was a miner. Together they had two boys and four girls that they raised
on the meager earnings from Tom's mining job and Dorothy's factory job. My mom was
the second oldest. Tom and Dorothy eventually divorced, before the kids were raised.
My mom was still in high school. I assume the alcoholism that plagues my family had
more than a little to do with their separation. Mom's father struggled with it in his early
years and at least two of her siblings are struggling with it today. My generation is the
only one in the family tree that has managed to escape the label. So far, anyway. I have
some cousins that are still pretty young.
The details of the lives my own parents lived before they met are hard for me put
on a timeline. They have both told me heavily edited stories about themselves and,
during and after their own divorce, probably exaggerated stories about the other.
My dad was voted the Class Clown of his graduating class. He had been kicked
out ofElkCounty ChristianHighSchool and had to transfer to the publichigh school,
but I have never been told why. Dad told me that once he threw his school books into
ElkCreekand got into a lot of trouble but that's surelynot groundsfor expulsion.
My mom told me that Dad spent some time in jail. He broke into the family safe.
His parents were pretty well off. My grandfather owned a lot of land and a few
businesses. He had one bar called The Wayside Inn and he also owned a Firestone
dealership and supplied all the hardware and tires and engine parts to the whole town
until the late seventies when department stores started opening up. Grampa kept the
familysafe hidden inside of one of the cabinet-like end tables in the goodHving room.
One night Dad broke into this safe and stolemoney, jewelry, and other things that
Depression-generation people didn't trust bankswith. The police figured out that my
dad was the thief and my Grampa had him arrested and held. Dad even went to trial.
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Nothing major came of it, though, becauseGrampa was such an important person in a
tiny townlike St. Marys. Older people stillask meif I'mRedMiller's granddaughter
when I tell them my last name.
Dad wasmarried to agirlwhen allof thishappened. Hisparentsdidn't approve of
his newbride and they didn't speak for a few years. Dad had a son, Ricky, firom his first
marriage and I canonlyguess thathe needed money to take careofhiswife andbaby,
but I don't really knowif that fits in with the truth or not. Themarriage ended as
quickly asit began. Mom said thatDad's parents stopped talking to him because he
married that first girl. Mom saysafter Dad divorced his first wife and married her that
shewas able to mendthe rift in the relationship between Dad and hisparents.
Mymother was pregnant and married when she was seventeen. She had to He to
the judge about her age. Her first husband grew marijuana in her flower boxes. She said
the police used to sit in their patrol cars across the street from their apartment. My
mother says she had no idea what kind of plants they were. Right. I've heard lots of
stories about her. Dad says she used to be pretty wild. I don't really believe any of the
stories that come directly from her but I hang onto them because it's hard for me to
admit that I don't know her, especially because she has a very different perspective on
our relationship.
Mom divorced her first husband and dated some guy for a while. I guess he
wanted to marry her and be a father to my sister, Yvonne, but Mom must not have been
too interested because she began dating my dad before she broke it offwith the other
guy. Dad was seeing someone else, too, and this is something I found out at a time in my
lifewhen mymother and I were strugglingto be close to each other. I guess she told me
becauseshe didn't like that Dadand I were so close and she needed to present him to me
in a different way.
"Gradually, you accumulatetheparts... that aregone... "
I remember visiting GrammaTucker in a gray shingled house on EastKaulAvenue. The
same house where she raised her kids andsupported her ownmotherwith monthly
wages that wouldn't feed a present-day family for a week. After that, I remember the
older adult community that she moved into in a nearby town. The building was very tall,
not like any of the buildings in St. Marys. It had an elevator and I was afraid of it. Mom
usually took the stairs with me while my sisters rode in the elevator.
I hated going to visit GrammaTucker. We had to ride in the car all the way to
Johnsonburg, about a thirty minute drivewhich is twenty-five minutes too long for two
toddlers that weren't yet required by law to be restrained in child safety seats. My little
sister and I not so affectionately called Johnsonburg "Stinky Town." Therewere paper
mills in Johnsonburg and they smelled. Sobad that sometimes, when the wind was
blowing right, the smell would even carry over the peaks of the mountains into St.
Marys.
Gramma Tucker had pictures of her kids and of all the grandkids. She had
pictures we had drawn andpopsicle stick ornaments. She also had this neighbor that had
an endlesssupplyof white tablet paper. I haveno ideawhere all this paper camefrom.
Heprobably had some connection to themills. Most likely, he had retired from a
lifetime ofrunning presses or loading thefurnaces thatpowered the presses andwas
therefore entitled to as much paper as hecould handle. He gave me and mylittlesister a
tabletevery timewevisited. We spent thewhole visit drawing whileMom talked to
Gramma Tucker.
Soon after, Mom left my dad. She had packed up her things and her kids and left
him several times already. Once, at the beginning ofmy second grade year, she even
rented a house. It was blue and we started moving into it. Before we impacked, she
decided to go back to Dad, but it wasn't for long. I ended up finishing second grade in
another school in another town. But this time, she really left. Carina and I were in the
front seat of the station wagon as Mom backed it out of the driveway. Dad stood on the
porch and watched xas leave. Ricky sat on the cement porch steps and cried because he
couldn't come with us. Dadwoiild soon put Ricky in foster care and then Ricky, with his
increasingly bad and sometimes borderline criminal behavior, would force the state to
place him in Adelphi Village;a home for troubled children. Mom took us to live with
her father and step mother one town over.
Mom started dating. Dad didn't. I didn't really understand the mechanics of all of
these new relationships, I really liked Mom's new boyfriendbecause he brought me
presents and he had a nice house. It was two stories. I had always dreamedof livingin a
house with stairs in it. He had one of those refrigerators with the freezer on the bottom
and cable TVand a VCR. Hemusthavespentallofhis free time recording movies from
all those different channels because he hadshelves andshelves ofVHS tapes labels and
arranged in alphabetical order. Heeventually began recording movies that he thought
mysisters andI would like andwewould getto stay up latewatching them.
As impressed as I was with Mom's new boyfriend I still believed that Mom and
Dadwould get back together. I was also confusedwhy Dad wasn't dating anyone.
"Don't you want a girlfriend, Daddy?" I remember asking him.
"I still love Mommy too much. Makesure you tell her that."
"Oh, I will. Daddy. Thenwe'll come home." And I truly believed wewould.
One perfect summer day I heard Mom talking to her step mother. They didn't
know Iwas nearby. I had just learned the art ofsneaking up on unsuspecting victims and
scaring the living daylights out of them.
As I was tip toeing closer and closerMomsaid, "Thank god the divorce is final." I
was the one taken by surprise. I jumped out and confronted her.
"You lied! Youlied! You saidthat youandDaddy neededsome timeapartthat
youstillloved eachother, that wewouldgo home. Don'tyou knowthat you'renot
supposed to lie!" I ran away. No one came after me.
Soon, my mom met another man in a bar. He was a himter and it was deer season.
His name wasDavid andhe livedin Southwestern Pennsylvania. Amodest city called
Greensburg, just outside Pittsburgh. We endedup moving in with him that summerand
I started third grade in a new school.
Although westill saw Dad onweekends, visits toMom's side ofthe family stopped
altogether because Mom didn't have a car, and even when she borrowed David's she
would only drive halfway toSt. Marys and made my dad meet herinPunxsutawney to
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trade custodyfor the weekends. She onlywent to see her familywhen David went
hunting.
Mom didn't marryDavid right away. Actually, I think he wouldn't marry her.
She boimced us backand forthbetween Greensburg and St. Marys a bunchoftimes.
Third grade started forme in Greensburg butthenext summer mymom had usstaying
with her sisterwhile she looked for a place forus to livebackin St. Marys. She found a
two-bedroom apartment above a shoe store. Carina and I shared a bed in one room and
sheandYvonne shared a bed in theother. She was stillseeing David andhewould come
to visitusa lot. Yvoime had to sleep on the couch when he stayedwith us andshesaid
she could hear them "doing it" in her bed. I didn't know ^cactly what they were doing
but I could tell that Yvonne thought it was gross so I did, too.
I found redroses in thekitchen cupboard one day and I turned around toask why
and David put his finger to his lips to shushme.
"Hey, Deb, can youmakemea cup of tea?" he saidashe winked at me. Mom
went tothecupboard and found the roses. David proposed and I pretended tobe happy.
I liked ourlittle shoestore apartment. I liked being able towalkto Dad's house butwe
moved backin with David the week before fourth grade started.
Moving back and forth between St. Marys and Greensburg became arecurring
pattern. My sisters and I became more and more detached from both sides ofour family.
We switched schools so many times, often inthe middle oftheschool year, that it
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became difficult tomaintain friendships, as well. I reverted even more intomy already
shy self.
I started sixth grade in St. Marys. Mom was still seeing David even though herreasons
for having left him this time were based largely ona fight thatbecame physical and left
mymotherbruised and bleedingwith nowhere live. David eventually convinced Mom
to move us back to GreensburgbeforeHalloween.
The night before weplanned tomove, Mom's younger sister Judy sort offreaked
out and disappeared. Noone could find her but aswe tried to track her down,we found
out that she was wandering around town carrying apiggy bank full ofcoins. The piggy
bank belonged to her two children that she was no longer allowed tosee unsupervised.
Aimt Judy was approaching people and asking them if they had seen her kids. She even
grabbed alittle girl about herdaughter's age and tried topull the girl away from her
mother. The police got involved at this point and Judy was taken into custody.
We had to stay inSt. Marys for afew more days for my mom and her family to get
control of the situation that Judy had created. My older sister Yvonne went with my
mom andAuntShirlee to getsome things firom Judy's apartment. Wedidn't knowwhat
was wrong with her but itwas obvious that she wasn't well. The door ofJudy's
apartment had been left wide open. Theywent in and were so fnghtened by what they
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had found that they had returned home and called the Police Department asking for a
police escort and for permission to search her apartment.
After their request was granted, we all walked over to Judy's apartment to wait for
the police. Although my little sister and I were not allowed to go inside the apartment, I
have been told what they fotmd. The apartment was filthy. Garbage was everywhere.
All of Judy's plants were wilted and dying of thirst. What had spurred everyone's
discomfort were the notes that were taped to the no longer running refrigerator, the
walls, the mirrors. The notes didn't seem to be in Judy's handwriting. They read like
warnings and reminders to be careful of what you do because "they" are always watching.
Judy was soon institutionalized and diagnosed as a manic depressive, paranoid
schizophrenicwith violent tendencies. All elseseemed to be in order for the time being
soMom felt is was alright to go ahead with the move back to Greensburg. Mom and
Davidfinally got married a year and a half later. I stayed in Greensburg through my
middle school years.
People saidMom and I were too much alike to get along. I hated that I coiildhave
anything in commonwith her, the woman that left my father, who took us to the other
halfof the state. One time, I was in the backseat of the car. Momwasdriving andher
friend was in the passenger seat. Wewere onourway to thegrocery store. Theywere
talkingabout howmuch I looked like mymother.
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"Just like a little Debbi," her &iend had said. They were both discussing how
amazing the similarities were. All the while I was secretly growing more and more
angry. When we arrived at the store I opted to wait in car while theywent in to shop.
Once I was alone, I angled the rearview mirror to look at myself and try to disprove their
opinions. I remember staring at myself, feeling ugly and distorted, on the verge of tears
because I hated that people could think we were alike.
Eventually, the contempt I felt for mymother was more than I could contain and
I claimed my independence from her by moving from her home in Greensburg to my
father's home back in St.Marys. I now livedwithin walking distance of the High Rise
where my grandmother now lived. Not once did I walk down to see her.
In 1995, after I had graduated from high school. Mom was farious with me
becauseI had decided not to go to college. Even though I was a high school graduate, I
was still only seventeen. She made me believe that since I was still a minor I had to listen
to her. She forcedme to move back to Greensburg and attend the community college.
After this last relocation, I visited Gramma Tucker twicebecause I was given no other
choice and oncewhen my littlesisterhad herbabyshower in her building's recreation
room. The last time I saw herbefore she got sick was Christmas 2001. Wewere atmy
Aunt Shirlee's house. Shirlee was the one thattook care ofher. Bought hermilk, got her
mail, things like that. Most ofthegrandchildren were together for the first time inyears.
Shirlee went to get Gramma Tucker and to bring her to the house. Gramma Tucker
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didn't know we were all there. We wanted to surprise her and we did. She was happy.
So happy she got sick after about an hour. She was too excited and she couldn't breathe.
I remember thinking how like a child she was. The words she used, the way she held her
head, and the way she smiled as if she didn't understand what was going on but she was
glad to be a part of it.
"Just when the day comes—when there's a speciRcallymissingpart that
overwhelmsyou with the feeling that theyre gone forever"
A nurse called for Dorothy Tucker and we all went in. The doctor had already reviewed
her records. We all crowdedinto the examination room. Mom and Shirlee helped Gram
waddle her way onto the padded vinyl table.
Gramwas a little woman. Not even five feet tall. Her tiny feet dangled from the
lowest height of the examination tableasshesat there, stillquiet. I thoughtproudlythat
that was where my little size 4's came from.
"So, Dorothy, you're feeling sick in your belly, huh?" the doctor saidas he came
through the door.
"Yeah, Doc. My belly's been real sick." The doctor continued toask hersimple
questions. Then, knowing thatmost people don't knowwhata pancreas does or that
theyeven have a duodenum, he drew a human digestive track on a sheet ofpaper and
explained to us what was growing inside of her and what we needed to do to fix it. He
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told us that he'd done this type of surgery several times and felt very confident. Gram
didn't seem to listen to any of this. She just sat there looking at her little feet.
"You look a little scared there, Dorothy" he said.
"Yeah, Doc. I'm real scared."
"Well, don't you worry. We'll get ya fixed up in no time. And it looks like you
got all the family you need to get you through this."
"Yeah, Doc. I do."
The doctor scheduled Gram for surgery a week from that day and sent her home
because she wasn't sick enough yet to get a bed in Allegheny General.
Mom and her sister Shirlee had been trying to get in touch with Aimt Judy to let
her know how sick their mother was. Judy was not doing well herself. She was a fiiU
blown alcohoHc and she refused to take the medicine that would stabilize the imbalances
in her brain. Judy thought that she was healthy and that everyone aroimd her was sick.
Judy finally turned up. Shehad become quite a problem for the State of
Pennsylvania. A few years earlier, she had been extradited fromKentucky for assaulting
a woman that wouldn't beHeve that aU of DwightYoakum's songs were inspiredby her.
This time, Judywas in jail awaiting sentencing. Shewashomeless, drunk, andmentally
ill. She had broken into someone's home and confronted the owners. She accused them
ofbeingin her house. Thepolice werecalled andthewheels of justicebeganto turn.
I'mnot sure who mymom and Shirlee hadto speak to butit was not thought tobeagood
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idea that Judy be released to visit with her sick mother. Judy would eventually be
committed to a hospital. After her mandatory stay there, her probation will require her
to live in a dry town while remaining on her medication.
Gram never had her sxirgery. Two days after that first trip to Pittsbiurgh, Shirlee
tried calHngher in the morning just like she did every morning and didn't get an answer.
Shirlee went to Gram's apartment and opened the door with her copy of the key. Gram
was in her recliner. The same place where she was the evening before when Shirlee had
last checked on her. Gram hadn't moved all night. Bymorning, she was sitting in a
puddle of sticky, black blood. But she was awake. She said she felt too sick to move to
her bed. An ambiilance came for her. It turned out she was sick enough for a bed in
AGH. Shewas life flighted to Pittsburgh where she stayed for another week until she
died.
The waiting room outside of the Intensive CareUnit was not like a regular waiting room.
It wasn't even calleda waiting room. It was called a "GatheringRoom." It even had
cushioned chairs that reclined and stools for the ones that didn't. It was broken into six
sections with permanent walls. One section in each comer and two in the middle. It
even had a phone that connected directly to the main deskin the ICUand you could
request information and evena doctor to come and talk to you if youwanted. My aunts
and imcles, sisters and cousins driftedin andoutwhen they could get away from work
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and travel the three hours from St. Marys to the hospital. We sat there, ate there, slept
there. I still felt out of place, but even after several trips to the hospital, my mom
wouldn't drive there herself. Mom had recently divorced and had no one elsewho could
drop everything to be with her. And sinceGreensburg was only thirty minutes away, I
became part of things. Part of Gram's death even though I wasn't part of her life.
Themorning of Father'sDay, I wasgetting readyto go to work. I was a server at Red
Lobster. My oldest sister and I worked there together and had the sameearly shift on
Sunday's. Momknew where to find us. Mymanager came and said that our momwas
on the phone and needed to talk to one ofus. Mom tried not to cry so she soundedworse
than if she had just let gowith it. Shesaid shewasgoingto drive into the city to the
hospitalby herself. That they had decided to turn off Gram's respirator. That someone
needed to be there just in case. So Gramwouldn't die alone.
I went to mymanager and toldhimIwas leaving. I told himmymother's mother
was goingto die today and that Mom was going to go through it alone and I couldn't let
thathappen. Heobjected slightly then reconsidered. I drove tomymom as fast as I
could.
* * *
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Me and Mom were the only ones there for a while. We sat in Gram's room. Mom sat at
Gram's side while I stood back to give them the space that extreme emotion always seems
to require.
"Its ok, Mom. I'm here. Casey's here," she said over and over. I didn't want her
to keep reminding all of us that I was there. I knew I didn't belong with them for this
sort of thing, and I was afraid that Gram knew it, too.
After a while, the door burst open. My aunts, uncles, and Michelle came in, aU at
once it seemed. Aunt Judy wasn't there. Shirlee had spoken with someone that did not
believe that Judy would even understand what was happening, let alone be able to
conduct herself. She was too sick.
They were pushing against each other to get closeto their mother, to touch her.
Someone had turned off the easy listening music that had been constant all the hoiirs we
had spent in the hospital. All I could hear wasGram's infected breathingand the beeping
machines that were keeping her alive.
Uncle Jack kept yelling in his gruffvoice that scared me as a child, "Howya doin'
old girl?" and he'd rub her legplayfully. Gram would look around quickly, her Tnarbinps
would work faster and louder. She knew that he was there, that we were all there.
"Are you all ready?" the nurse asked.
Shirlee answered, "I think so...".
Thenurse began doing something butno one was watching her.
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"Gome on, Case, get in here," mymom said and 1found myself standing where I
didn't belong, between a dying woman and her children. My uncles stood back a ways
and the daughters all crowded around her. We all told her we loved her and I wondered
if I really did. If she knew how confused and scared I was because I didn't know how I
felt about her.
The soiinds from the machines stopped one by one until all I could hear was the
infection rattle inside her lungs and the beeping that let us know her heart was still
beating. Mompulled me again, made me put my hand on Gram's belly that was so
bloated and taut with cancer that it felt like a water balloon.
It seemed to take forever for her to die but it wasonly about thirty seconds or so.
Thelastthree breathscame further and furtherapart. Allthe while,with myhandon
her belly, I could feel how hard it was for her to pull air into lungs. It seemed like
something else was pulling it out of her. Then she stopped breathing. Themachine
beeped a couple more times. Thenit flat lined foronly amoment before the nurse kindly
shut it off.
I was still touching her. I wanted her bellyto struggle outwardwith another
breathbut it never did. AuntMarythrew herself on topofGram. Jack andTomleft the
room. Shirlee sat down. Mom held Gram's right hand. Michelleheld her left. I backed
away and acted busy. I picked up sweatshirts and purses. I rubbed backs andsqueezed
hands. I cried. I cried for my family and the pain they must have felt, for the part ofmy
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life that I had missed out on. I cried because I wanted to call her Grammy like Michelle
did. Mostly I cried out of shame.
I was sitting in the warm late morning sim ofFather's Day. We were still at the hospital
in the open air courtyard off of the cafeteria we had been frequenting for days. I was
with Mom, two of my aunts, and both of my uncles. Michelle was the only other cousin
there. She and I made most of the phone calls to pass on the news while Gram's children
tried to remain composed. They began talking about the chxirch service. Gram was very
faithful to her CathoHcupbringing and sowere most of her children, though somewhere
along the line the tradition was lost on me and my sisters. Michelle would read because
Shirlee felt she could not hold up. Myimcles would be ushers, so would three ofmy
cousins. They were one short and someone suggested my father. He was always well
liked even though he hadn't been part of their family for almost twenty years. Myaunts
and uncles were stire he would accept, if only because it is difficult to decline such
requests. I would soon leam this very lesson. I sat in the backgroimd while all of this
was happening. I had just seen four children watch their mother die and I still felt out of
place.
As we left, having done allwe couldso far, mymomand I were trailing the
others. I toldher that I could write apoem if shewould likeme to. She yelled to her
sister, "Shirlee, Case canwrite apoem for theservice." I hadonlymeant something she
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could keep for herself, something I would never publish, something private, but I was
now part of Gram's dying and part of her death. The private poem I had intended for my
mother gradually became referred to as the eulogy.
I had been reading John Irving to pass the days in the gathering room. A Prayerfor
Owen Meany. I was immersed in the theme of not fully appreciating someone during the
span of their lifetime. I read many parts of the book several times trying to assuagemy
guilt for not being present when I should have been. When I should have earned the
right to the privileges I now was taking ownership of. I was so far removed from the
weight of the situation that I could only start writing with someone else's words.
I knew nothing ofmy grandmother. I had nothing to write about except the
experience of watching her die and that was not yet appropriate to describe. I followed
family members aroimd for the next two days. I followed their conversations and stories
trying to find my words in theirs.
I learnedthatmygram's friends called her Butchie andnoone remembered why.
I learned that shewalked with her children to church every Sunday pulling the babies in
awagon behindher. I learnedsheplayed hide and goseek. Thatshe hadpolio and
couldn'twalkuntil shewas seventeen. I learnedthat her children taughther to ride a
bike when she was almost forty years old. I learned thatI had missed outonapart ofmy
life that was now irretrievable.
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No one in my family had a computer, so I wrote the eulogy at the St. Marys PubUc
Library. I had to convince them that I had been a member years ago. I told them why I
needed their computer, their paper and printer, their quiet, and they gave me all I
needed.
I filled in the stories I had heard over the last few days with conjunctions and
colorful adjectives to make them flow as spoken material. All the while I wanted to hide
deeper and deeper inside myself. I felt like a criminal. I had stolen their memories of my
grandmother because I had none of my own.
"there comes another day andanother specificallymissingpart."
The church was cold that morning. It s one of those old Catholic churches that are
beautiful even to people who aren't Catholic. I hadn't been inside it for over a decade,
not since my parents were still married to each other. There weren't many people in it
aside from our family. Maybe twenty or so. I hardly knew anyone. Just the immediate
family and I had to pretend to remember most of them. I didn't really listen to the
service. I was waiting for my cue to approach the podium. I was supposed to stand after
Michellefinished reading a passage from the Bible.
Michelle read smoothly andclearly. She was used to it. She readevery Sunday in
that very church. As shereturned to thepew reserved for immediate family, I stood and
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began walking toward the front of the church. Myhigh heeled shoes clicked sharply on
the slick marble floor.
I organizedmy papers and felt like I was takingtoo long to begin. I looked at the
people in the church. My family was in the very front pews and there were a few other
people scattered throughout the backofthe church. As I read, I could feel theweight of
what I was doing bearingdownon me. I tried to read the eulogy as I wouldhaveread
anythmg else I hadever written, confidently and proudly, butmyvoice was quivering
and I couldn't stop it. I was not deservingof this honor.
I closed with a quote from John Irving. I hadno comfort or thoughts ofmyown
to offer thepeople that knew herand loved her. I was ashamed for crying among so
many people that truly loved my grandmother, people thatbelieved me as lying through
myteeth in the front ofachiirch. I assured them allthat they would find evidence ofher
in allparts oftheir lives and secretly hoped that oneday Iwould, too.
Suddenly, as Iwas offering Irving's words ofcomfort, I feh that part. That specific
missing part. And I began togrieve. Only mymissing partwas notjust my Gramma
Tucker. I had realized that parts ofmy entire life were missing. I also realized, for the
first time, that my life and family was not disjointed because ofanything Ihad done. I
had never been given certain parts ofmy life though Iwas expected toHaim them. I
remember looking out at my family and feeling angry because Iwas still playing the part
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they had assignedme. I was trying to spare them the reality that, through no fault of my
own, I had become something that none ofus recognized.
'All italicized parts are taken from John Irving's novel "A Prayer for Owen Meany"
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Watching
Music played during visiting hours
but now only atonal beeps ofheart
rate and blood pressure with constant
whispers of breath from tubes
connected through her open mouth
that leaks blood and spit and mucus.
No music playing but It's okMom.
We re aUhere. Don't be scared.
We all are. Men stay back
for most of it. Women push
into each other to be closer.
Someone crying because the tubes
are gone. Won't be longnow. Mom.
Infection rattles her chest
and makes her torso jerk up
in two slight movements as she
breathes...Hahah...then out
with the rattling. Constant
then pausing then stopping.
Now the sudden beauty of not
breathing. We loveyou. Mom
and one of them has to sit down
while another half lays down
to hold on to her. My hand on her
belly iswaiting for something.
She feels like she always did.
I imagine she grows instantly cold.
We are crying. Even the nurse.
I back away not sure of my role.
I rub backs and squeeze hands
holding clean and snotty tissues.
I gather purses and sweatshirts
to keep things together.
Something I'm waiting for
never comes. I go to the waiting
room happy her cancer is dead.
Confluence
Pittsburgh's Flood '04
Rain started and the rivers
abandoned their banks
in search of the Great Steel City.
The Allegheny poured over the grass
of the Point and into the streets
into the shops and homes.
The Mon closed the Parkway
East and West and threatened
to flow over intricate webbing
of overpasses and bridges
as the Ohio bathed the North Shore.
The rivers wanted their city back.
Water infected with sewer, staph,
and city filth touched the glittering
skyline and the new stadiiims,
most of the schools, all of the people.
This urban lake with its asphalt bottom
kept bleeding. Boats let loose from their docks
to sail through Oakland's universities.
Cars floated through intersections,
ignoring traffic signals because
they were under water.
It stopped raining. The rivers
stayed in the streets, drinking
in city life. Finally, thirst
quenched, they eased back
to their banks leaving
their warning on everything
they had touched.
Reminding Pittsburghers
ofwhat the rivers had given
and ofwhat they could take.
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My Brother
Maybe it snowed the day or night he wasbom. My father probably drove Pam,
his firstwife, to the hospital. He held her hand and gaveher crushed ice becausewomen
in labor can't eat or drink. Maybe he even passed out "It's a boy!" cigarswhen it was all
over. Maybeno onewas there to pass cigars out to. Theywere young parents. The new
grandparents may not have approved. Because they got married only for the sake of the
unborn baby. Or everyone was there and everyone cheered at the announcement
because the two young people were really in love. They chose my father's middle name
for the baby's first. Richard Michael.
ForRicky's first birthday there were probablyballoons and toys and familyall around.
Or, on second thought, timeswere hard. Pamandmydadwere poor and couldn't afford
nice things for their son. Theywould have livedin a little apartment. Over a store or a
laundro-mat or something. I always imagine it down on Erie Avenue. The front
windows look out over the railroad tracks that split the town in half. When the trains
pass thewindows would rattle and the floors would vibrate and the baby would wake up
and cry. I bet they fought about money and aboutthe samething that would ruin his
nextmarriage. Dad was probably never around. That's why they divorced. That's why
most people divorce. Money and time. I guess there's never enoughof either of them.
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They fought about money and time for a few years while their son sat on a dirty carpet in
a dirty hving room with no toys scattered around him Ustening to them go around and
around about not having enough of anything. So,by 1977, when I was bom. Dad wasn't
married to Pam anymore.
I didn't understand that I had a brother because he didn't live with us. It just
didn't make sense to me. I think I was about four. I don't have a first memory of him.
Just flashes. Like a photo album. We took long trips in the car to pick up this boy that
called my mom and dad Mom and Dad. Or Mum. I remember that Ricky calledher
mum and I hated it. She was mom. M-O-M. He didn't see the difference. I did, even if
I didn't understand it. But the long trips were fun. I remember I liked them. Mom let us
take toys and we would put the back seat of the station wagon down so it was flat and me
and my little sister would roll around and play while my mom drove.
We would pick him up from an old lady's house every time. His real mom's Mom.
Pamwasnever there. Mymomhated Pam. Said shewas a bad mother. Probably
becaiase Pamwore a lot ofmakeup andshe drankandsmoked and shedid these things
with men in bars. My mom smoked too but not in bars. She smoked at home. At the
table, onecigarette after another, with her legs curled up underher. Mom said Ricky
deserved more. I didn't know what more he deserved. I didn't know what he had to
beginwith. Maybe he didn't have enough toys or friends.
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Shortlyafter all of that, Ricky came to livewith us. Pamhad disappeared one day.
Someone calledmymomand toldher that Pamwasgone. Mom went to get Ricky and
shebrought him to livewith us. Pam had joined the carnival that had beenpassing
through and left her son behind in an emptyapartment. Ricky was only nine. When my
momgot to him he was all dirty and he had very few clothes and no toys. His fingernails
were painted. It turned out that Pamhad been in an accident before shemarriedmy dad
andher mentalcapacitywassimilar to that ofa fifteen yearoldchild. Ricky was likea
toy to her. She played with himbut she couldn'ttakecare ofhim. That'sprobablywhy
jomingthe carnivalwith all the games and rides seemed likea goodidea.
There reallywasn't anywhere for Ricky to sleep at our house. We livedin a three
bedroom apartment in a house that myDadbought from his father for a dollar. It was a
bigoldfarm house, overa hundredyears old. It vras the onlyhouse on the block that still
had wooden siding. Before my family came toown it, thehouse hadbeen separated into
two apartments. We were living in the first floor apartment and leasing the second floor
out to an older woman.
Yvonnewas the only personin our family to haveabedroomall to her self.
Carina and I shared the front bedroom and Mom and Dad shared the back bedroom.
Mom said thatit wouldn t beright for Yvonne and Ricky to share a room because they
were getting too old. It wouldn't have been appropriate. Ricky ended up in the
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basement of our hundred year old retired farm house. Between the laundry room and
Dad's scary workshop was the only place he fit.
So, it was Mom and her daughter Yvonne, Dad and his son, Ricky, me and my
little sister Carina. Mom was only twenty-three and raising four children, Rickywasn't
even hers. Carina was always sick, Rickywas always in trouble at school—he had been
fighting with other kids and starting fires—and I was still in diapers and not eating—
because I was jealous ofmy sick little sister. Mom had her hands full. Dad was around
less and less. At least Yvonne was old enough to be helpful. Mom would yell from the
kitchen to my Dad, "You're losing them, Chuck. You don't even know it."
Ricky wasn't always so bad, though. Mom told me about a letter that came for him after
he had been living with us for a while. It was from Pam. It was the first contact she had
tried to make with Ricky since she left him to fend for himself. Mom kept the letter a
secret for several days while she struggled with the decision to give it to him or not. She
didn't open it. Eventually, she decided to lay it on his pillow so he would find it when he
camehome from school. After she was sure he had read the letter, she went lookingfor
it to see what it said. Ricky's mom said she was going to come get him and they would
move to the beach and eat ice cream and have fun aU day long. She said they would
swimwith dolphins in the morningandwatch the sunset over the ocean at night. She
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said they would be so happy together. Ricky believed her. That's when he started acting
up. After he read the letter.
Mom still says, "Boy, that Ricky...he was a handful". She'll slowly shake her head
from side to side and look away from whomever she is talking to.
Ricky began fighting with other boys. After school where the busses lined up.
Boyswould meet there and fight over the things that boys fight over. He would come
home with black eyes and fat lips because he was a bad fighter. Or he was a good fighter
and he would comehome and we never know that he beat someboy up until the phone
call came later that night. I remember that he had these pencils with his name on them.
I was really jealousbecause my namewasn't common enough to be printed on anything
and since it was the early eighties, it was super cool to have yotir name on things. He
took me down to his underground bedroomand showed me these blue sparkly number
two pencils that served asboth a form of identification and a status symbol. He told me
not to tell Mom that he had them becauseI guess he stole them. Mom eventually found
them. Sincemy parents didn't makemuchmoneynone ofus kidsgot an allowance so
Momknew that Rickydidn't have any money to buy them. She took them from him and
they were yeUing at eachother. After times like this, I wouldwant to godown to his
room and play StarWars but I wasn't allowed. Rickyhad to stay in his basement
bedroom alone.
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Despite his bad behavior, I loved having Ricky for a brother. I wanted to marry
him. I was just little. I didn't understand things like that yet. He always let me play
with him. Matchbox cars, G.l. Joe, Star Wars. And it was always just me and Ricky. He
said that Carina played with dolls too much to play boy games with us and since he and
Yvonne were in the same grade, they simply couldn't be friendly with each other in
school or at home. Once, someone laughed at me when I told them that Ricky and I
were going to get married one day and Ricky defended me. He said that I was allowed to
think that if I wanted to. I think, now, that he just needed to feel loved by someone as
much as 1 needed to love him.
Not too much longer after Ricky came to live with us my mom decided that she
wanted to leave my dad. She said it was because he was never around and he wasn't
being a good father. She couldn't take Ricky. She hadn't adopted him so he wasn't really
hers. She has told me that she wanted to take him. To keep bi-m away from Pam. To
take care ofhim so he would have a good life. But he was a bad kid and he wasn't hers to
take so she left him with my dad.
The day she left, Ricky sat on the porch steps hugging his knees while Mom
backed the stationwagon packed with her kids, clothes, and toysdownthe driveway.
Mydaddidn't know how or maybe didn't want to take care of Rickysogavehim to
someone else because Dadhadn't learned howtobe a father, yet. After that, Ricky was
in foster homes all overthe statebecause no onewantedhim. Maybe he was happier
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with these new families than he was with ours. He seemed like he was. A couple of
times, I went alongwith mydad to pickhim up and the foster families always had really
nice houses and he had a bedroom that wasn't in the basement. I bet he had dinner at
the dinner table and everyone talked about how great their daywas. Maybehe hated
these other families and he sat in his room. All by himself. But he was still doing bad
things like fighting and stealing. I think he was starting fires again, too. So the Stateof
Pennsylvania put him in a grouphome for kids that had broken the law. Sometimes my
dad would drive halfway acrossPennsylvania to see him. Sometimes Ricky wouldn't be
there when my Dad showed up.
I don't know much about Ricky's adult life. He probably doesn't like to be called
Ricky anymore. Maybe he's just Rick now. Or maybe he likes Rich better. But 1 don't
know him by those names.
Ricky dropped out ofhigh school. He said he was going to join the National Guard but
you need a high school diploma to enlist so it must have been an excuse. He had a
daughter then he didn't have a daughter because some girl he was dating cheated on him.
She told Ricky that he was the father when she knew he wasn't. But we don't talk about
that.
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Ricky was in two accidents. One with a pellet gun when he lost his eye. And one
with a four wheeler when he fractured his skull and went into a coma. When he woke
up a few days later, he had forgotten how to tie his shoes and how to say certain words.
I bet he had lots of girlfriends when he was in his twenties. I hope he had a lot of
girlfriends. I remember the girls liked him when he lived with us. Mom yelled at him
one day when school pictures had been handed out. I remember it as the same day our
elementary school held a mock presidential election. I voted for Reagan because I
thought the other guy looked old like my grampa. Ricky had cut a picture from the sheet
ofwallet sized photos and given it to the prettiest girl in the class because she had asked
him for it. I remember that she was the prettiest girl in his class because her little sister
was the prettiest girl in my class. Mom was real mad. She said that she needed to pass
those pictures out to family before he could give any to his friends. She probably sent
him to the basement for that one.
I want there to be good times for him. Good times with other people. I want him
to have gone to moviesand dinners with girls that made his hands sweat and his belly fill
up with butterflies. I want people to have loved him. But I have an ache in my stomach
becauseI don't think many people did. Most of the things I know I only know because
my dad told mewhat other people told him. Maybe he is a goodman becausemy father
is a goodman. Maybe he is a badman because my fatherwasn't always a goodfather.
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I've heard he is a lot like my dad and my dad has lots of friends. Ricky probably
drinks beer on the weekends and bums cigarettes off of his friends. But I'm not even sure
if he drinks and smokes or not. I can see him at a fire pit. In the woods somewhere in
Pennsylvania. I don't know exactly where I picture him because I don't know where he
lives. It used to be HoHdaysburg but it might be DuBoisnow. His friends are there at the
fire with him or maybe they're not. Maybe he's always alone. Drinking or not drinking,
smoking or not smoking.
Rickyfinallygotmarriedwhen he wasthirty-three. I'm only guessing that he was
thirty-three because I know that he was born justmore than a year before than myoldest
sister and shewasthirty one at the timeof the wedding. We were all invited. Even my
mom and she hadn't seen Ricky for twenty yearsor more. Ricky even called her Mnm
when she arrived at the church. She heldher tears until after he went on to greet
someoneelse. None ofus exceptmy dadhadevermet the girl. None of us even knew
what kind of girl Rickylikes sowe couldn'teven imagine her. Butmy sistersand I
traveled backinto the mountains to attendhiswedding.
It was a strange day, their wedding day. After all it had been a fewyears since I'd
evenseen him. Helooked good, as theysay. He wore a tailored jacket andblack jeans.
His white shirt had roses embroidered onthe shoulders and arms. Astiff black cowboy
hat covered hisjust trimmed hair. I did and said everything that Iwas expected todo and
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say. I hugged my brother when I saw him and it felt unnatural. Like spontaneously
hugging the person beside you in the grocery line must feel.
There were lots of people that were happy to see me but I didn't really know them
so I had to pretend that I was glad to see them too after so much time. I have fortunately
had a lot of practice pretending so everyone seemed pretty well convinced. We had only
been there for about twenty minutes when my sisters and I were shuffled to the
basement of the church to have our pictures taken with Ricky and then with his bride
whom we still hadn't met. We were arranged around Ricky and we had to put our hands
on his shoulders and our arms aroimd him. I remember wondering if the distance
between us could still be seen even though I had my hand on his shoulder. The pictures
with his bride were harder. She kept saying that she always wanted sisters and she was
so excited to finally have so many of them. I don't think she realized what kind of family
she was getting into. That my sisters and I stuck together and though we can make
anyone feel welcome, no one else belongswith us.
The reception was fun. The different parts of the family kept to themselves.
Dad's sisters and their kids, Dad's girlfriendand her kids and grandkids, all the people
from Ricky's mom's side, the bride's family. My mom, sisters, and I sat with our
respective dates at a table toward the back. It was a big deal for us to be together. I had
driven about nine himdred miles from Iowa to be at this wedding. It was the first time
I'd seenmy sisters in about sevenmonths. I also justmet mymom's new boyfriendand
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they were all meeting my new boyfriend. And myoldest sister, after my urging, finally
brought her girlfiiend. They weren't out to verymanypeople, my parents included, and
Yvonne introduced her girlfriend as "my friend Ashliegh". It was a big step for them.
My dad was the BestMan. He wore a tie and the same black jeans that Rickyhad
on. He looked very handsome. He even shaved and got his hair cut. Two events that
seldom happen at all let alone at the same time. Hegave a nice speech. I wasvery proud
of him. I liked seeing him and my brother together. It was like seeing someone at two
different times in their life. The slope of their shoulders and the stride of their walk. So
manythings were the same. Theysat at the bridal table sideby sideand they ateand ate
and ate.
I dancedwithmybrother. It was stillweird to beclose to hi-m but it was beginning to
feel real rather than forced. I think because Ricky was happy. Whileweswayed back
and forth to a country song that Iwould normally ignore, I felt that he really was glad
that Iwas there. While that twangy horrible song played, I didn'thave to pretend tobea
partofthings. I felt hopeful andreassured because it has beenhardgrowing upfor all of
theMiller kids. For lots ofdifferent reasons. Ricky figured outhow tobe partoffamily
even ifhehad to make one from scratch. But the song ended like they always do and I
haven't seen Ricky since.
Solo
1was the only one
ofmy siblings allowed
to go and I was afraid.
I remember the room
as empty but I know
that it wasn't. I could see
her right arm through
the bed's railing,
tiny as I was but limp
and wrinkled with age.
Mom's hands under
my arms lifted me up.
'Go ahead, honey'
and I started to sing.
'A litde louder. She's old.
It's hard for her to hear.'
This was the first and only
time I'd see her, as she rested
in her last ofmany beds.
I worried that I ruined
the song that was supposed
to help her feel better
about dying, ifmy song
even made sense without
the first few words inaudible
to such tired ears.
Her mouth curved
upward at the comers
as her blank eyes stared
Through me at what no one
else could see hanging
in the thin crisp air
of the hospital.
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Leaving Day
Mom, am I coming, too?
No, honey. Youhave to stay
with yourfather.
She had packed everything
in the station wagon.
Clothes, toys, kids.
But not Ricky.
He wasn't hers to take.
Standing on the porch
my father built
with his father,
is my half brother.
He begged her
to take him, too.
Stay with your dad.
He needs you.
His eyes behind
wet lashes pleaded,
But you packed
everything else.
Everything but Ricky.
He wasn't hers to take.
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Next Door Neighbor
Her face and hands were wrinkly
like my Gram's so I called her
Gramma Kay, made her part
of our family. We visited her often
and would play on her carpets
that were softer on our knobby
child knees than our smelly
old ones at home.
Gramma Kay and Mom
sat at the table with coffee
mugs in their hands,
wisps of cigarette smoke
floating elegantly around
the kitchen, the kind ofkitchen
my Mom wanted with a wagon
wheel Hght and saloon style doors.
matching cabinetry and smooth linoleum.
I learned later when Mom
thought I was old enough
to sjonpathize that Gramma Kay
told my mom, helped my mom
leave my dad.
I loved her for being Mom's
friend, hated her for my father's
pain, and blamed myself
for letting her in.
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Gobbler's Knob
Home ofPunxsutauneyPhil
Icy bottles ofYuengling
I have wedged between my bare
stomach and my jeans aren't
helpmg to warm me
as I wait in line to board
A retired school bus
at Groundhog Plaza. I stomp
my tiny feet imtil beer
I had from the trunk of the car
kicks in. Breath steams
my mouth when I giggle.
We make friends with boys
ahead of us. We pass aroimd
their flasks now half full
of cheap whiskey. I welcome
the bum I feel opposite
the cold glass in my waistline.
No heat on the bus. The windows
are down. I'm warm and happy
going around turns, over hills.
Everyone predicting
what will happen. A frightened
groimdhog and its sunrise shadow
determine the course of the seasons.
I have warmed up so much
1put money on early spring.
The Knob is frozen mud.
We bimip of off people
who bump off of us. Frat boys
behind us shed their shirts,
spell P-H-I-L with their winter
white chests. The crowd magically
chants WeWant Phil! As the sun
breaks over the Appalachians.
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Old men in top hats and tails
take the stage. Things happen
quickly, the groundhog is rustled
from his winter sleep. People cheer
as Punxatuany Phil is held high
above the top hats on stage.
I sneak a drink from my bottle
to stay warm for the next six weeks.
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GummyWorm Good Bye
I don't remember what I was doing but I must have been in the way. Momand
Aunt Shirlee had been putting stuff in the new station wagon all morning. Now, they
were standing by the peony bush that mom still wishes she had dug up and taken with
her that day. Dad says, "Come on, Case" as he takes my hand to pull me with him.
We were headed up to Vito's, the neighborhood comer store. Vito was old but
not as old as I thought he was, just older than my parents. He was big and gruff but
fimny and friendly in a tough sort ofway. Like Mel from the TV show "Alice". He and
Dad were friends, I think. They always talked for a while, each leaning on their own side
of the counter, cigarettes burning thin ribbons of smoke.
Dad was smoking with his left hand and leading me with his right. This should
have been the first hint that today was not like any other day. I had been walking to
Vito's by myself for what seemed like years, even though I was only seven. I'd get sent
out with empty packs ofBensen &Hedges and Raleighs, Mom and Dad's brands, and
money all the time. I'd put the packs and the money on the counter that I couldn't see
over and Vito would give me full ones and change. Every time he'd tell me that I was too
young to be smoking and since I was too young, too young to get his joke anyway, I'd say,
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"Vito, they're not for me. They're formyparents". He'd say, "well, they're too young,
too, and you can tell 'em I said that!"
We walked in silence that day, Dadand me. I felt like I wasn't supposedto talk to
him, not that we had been talkingmuch lately, anyway. I had always been his little girl,
his very first daughter, but he hadn't been aroimdmuch those last few years. It had been
awhile since he needed my help fixing whatever mechanical thing he was fixing at the
time. I got to hand him tools from the big red tool box with all the drawers, the one
Momhated me andmy little sisterto playaroimdbecause she saidit was top heavy.
She'd holler from the house "Chuck, you keep those kids away&om that tool boxl"
Hewouldn't yell back. He usedhis grumbly softvoice to say "No, Case, I need the
socket wrench. Remember.. .the onewith the roundheadthat turns?" as I proudly tried
to handedhim the monkeywrench. "That a girl!" when I finally got it right.
I knew myparents fought even though theywere always careful not to yell at eachother
in front ofus. But they just didn't get along anymore. It's hard to hide that. Dadworked
in a factory and afterdinner, he'd pulla kitchenchair into the living room. Hesat in
front oftheTVwith the lights out, thebright colors ofWWF ProfessionalWrestling or
M.A.S.H. flickering on his face. I tried to talkto him, to gethis attention onenight but
he didn't seem to notice.
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My momyelledfrom the kitchen, "You're losing them, Chuck. Youdon't even
know it. One day they won't be there and then you'll regret it. You'll see. Markmy
words." He didn't say anything back.
This trip to the storeseemed to have some otherpurpose. I wasn't asking him questions
about the why the car that just passed uswas so loudor if he thought that it was a good
idea to put curtains up in our play cabin. We crossed the street quickly. My little legs
trying to keep up with the giant strides ofmy father. Inside the store, Dad grabbeda
Pepsi from the cooler, set it on the counter and askedVito for a pack of Raleighs.
"Pick out some candy, Case."
Now this was a big deal. First of all, I didn't have to even ask for candy. Secondly,
there was big container of gummyworms on the coimter. It took me a long time to
decide which ones I wanted. Dad and Vito talked about the usual in grown up voices
that were naturally tuned out by most seven year olds. Especially seven year olds that
were picking out candy. I picked two different worms, one with red ends and a white
middle and one with green ends and a red middle. Dad paid Vito and we started our
silent walk home.
Mom and Aimt Shirlee were leaning on the car talking to each other. Dad took
me inside and sat me at a dining room table that hadn't been there before. I foimd out
later that it had been brought over from the neighbor's house for my dad to use because
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my mom had packed our dining room table. The chairs were different, too. I didn't like
them. They looked dirty but I sat in one anyway. Our neighbor, Dan, was my dad's best
friend. He was also a garbage man which to me meant he was dirty and smelly even
though he probably wasn't. His house was full of things he had saved from the piles of
garbagehe collected from curbsides all over town. I was always afraid to touch anything
in his house. I was even a little scared to touch him.
At this new saved from the dump table, I sat still holding my worms which
doubled as my new pets because anything edible and shaped like an animal must be
played with for at least a few minutes before you eat it. I had been sucking on one of
them because I liked how shiny my spit made it when I took it out ofmy mouth. Dad
turned my chair so I was facing him and crouched in front ofme. I pulled the candy
worm out ofmy mouth like it was a long piece of spaghetti and set it on the table. Dad
didn't say anything but I knew he wanted to.
"Daddy, I don't wanna go."
"I don't want you to go."
I don't think we said anything else to each other. He held me and I cried. Dad
pulled me away from him and took his pen from the pocket of the flannel jacket that he
wore all year round, one of those blue and black plaid flannels that are quilted and lined
with synthetic satin. Dad's flannels always smelled the same whether Mom had just
washed them or not. I remember how he would hold me and I would feel the soft cotton
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onmycheek as I buried myface in his neck to smell cigarette smoke, engine oil, and the
warmth of safety that only men who are fathers give off.
"Here..he said ashe took the slimybut shiny red and white worm frommy
hand. He drew a smiley face on it. "Nowwhat will you name him?"
"Herbie," after the Love Bug, of course.
"Well, if Herbie can smile then we can, too."
Dadstood up and clearedhis throat with that familiarrumble way and went
outside. I set Herbie on the table and quickly ate the red and green worm, the one I
hadn't befriended, and swallowed it hard with that weird bump that sticks in your throat
when you're sad. When I pickedHerbieup, he wasn't shiny anymore. Myspit had dried
and the combination of moisture and sugarwas strong enough to stick him to the smooth
surface the table. When I peeled him off, he left a bright red stain. I licked my finger
and rubbed at the 'S' shaped stain but it wouldn't come off. I started to cry again, really
hard this time because I ruined Dad's new table and it was one of the only things left in
the room and Dad had to live here alone in this empty house and I didn't want him to be
alone at night or at dinner time. What if he got scared or cold or hungry?
I went outside and Dad helped me get in the front seat of the car where my little
sister was already waiting. I don't remember Carina being aroimd that day until we were
in the car together. She was only in kindergarten and was probably with my mom. Mom
was really protective of her because Carina was sick when she was a baby. She was
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always in the hospital. Carina was sitting there playing with her toys. She had no idea
what was happening.
"Ya in?," Dad asked like he always did before he would shut the heavy car door.
Through the rolled down window, he told me he'd call later that night and I believed
him. I didn't tell him about the stain.
He walked over to Mom. They talked, but not for long. I couldn't hear what they
were saying. Shewalked away from himwith her arms crossedover her chest andgot in
the car. Mom backed the car out of the driveway with Dadwatching from the porch. I
crawled on to the dirty floor of the front seat and cried. I didn't care that pebbles and
pine needleswere sticking to my skin and pressingsharp and hard against my knobby
knees. I needed to hide.
"I don't wanna leave Daddy."
"I don't either,"Momsaid through her own tears. Carina's skinny little legs were
trying towiggle their way intomyspace on the floor and Iwas busydefending my
territory.
"Don't you love him anymore?"
"Yes, I still love him."
"Then why are we leaving?"
"Sometimes its betterwhenMommies andDaddies don't live together," she said as
she signaled to turn the comer at Vito's and Dad was too far behind to see.
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* * <*
We lived in the next town with my mom's dad and step mom for the rest of second grade
and most of the next simmier. Grampa Tucker had a pool and a big yard with a big hill
and woods behind it. Dad came to visit a lot. Sometimes he would bring us Happy Meals
and eat dinner with us. Sometimes he would take to his house for the weekend. He had
a drawer full of construction paper, markers, and scissors for us to play with.
I kept Herbie in the drawer of my nightstand for a few weeks. I would take him
out and play with him, holding him gently in my hand as if he were real, waving him
through the air as I imagined he would slither on the ground. I would slide him around
on the surfaces of the furniture. He would jump like a super hero from the back of the
couch to the end table to the TV. Sometimes, if I had a pocket on my shirt, I'd carry him
around with his smiling face peeking out to watch the same things I was watching. I still
liked him better when he was shiny so each time I played with him I would suck on him
for a few seconds leaving just his face sticking out of my mouth so I wouldn't erase it
with my spit. I was always very careful not to set him down on anything. I was afraid he
might stain something else.
One day, I was sitting on the edgeofmy bed, my legsdangUng over the side, and I
pulled Herbie out of the nightstand drawer. I held him for a little while before I put him
in mymouth. Hewas hard and I had tomove him arounda lotwith my tongue before
he was assoftashe used to be. I tookhim out ofmymouth andlooked him right in the
eyes while I decided that I didn't need him anymore. I put him in my mouth one last
time before swallowing him with that bump Iwas becoming so accustomed to.
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Weekend Visits
Sundays were hard.
Saying good bye
he would hug me
While I cried,
soaking his shoulder
with everything
I didn't have
words for.
He would peel me
away from his chest
and walk to his car.
Driving off, his left
hand would wave
to me over the car's
roof.
Twenty years later
there is much less
crying but his waving
open palm is still
the last thing
I see.
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Providing
He stopped hunting
the same year he stopped
being a husband.
I remember asking him why.
He told me, 'Without
Mommy and you kids,
it was just too much
for me.'
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Exchange Rate
Dusk at the pick-up point
between Mom's house
Dad's apartment.
We waited in his white
Trans-Am for her headlights
to pull into the almost empty
lot. Blinded for a moment,
he breathed deeply. Your mother's
here, and pushed his weight
into the heavy driver side door.
My sister and I gathered toys
that had kept us quiet
for the two hours to halfway.
Dad was unloading his trunk.
Mom blew cigarette smoke
out her open window.
From Mom's back seat
I saw his tall silhouette against
sunset as he pulled his balled fist
toward his face to stop the tears,
I couldn't see him crying.
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Trail ofGiants
We camped when they were married
and we camped after the divorce.
Just without Mom.
Dad took us to the same park.
We used the same tent,
played the same games.
Hiked the Trail ofGiants
like we always did. This time
he stopped us halfway through
just before we started back down,
our mountain covered in trees
too big too wrap your arms aroimd.
Tell the judge,' he said.
'when you're twelve that you want
to live with me and not Mommy.'
I was almost nine, Carina just seven.
'Mommywill imderstand.'
I promised him, like he wanted.
But I was scared sitting on his knee
in the moimtains I loved, ancient
trees shading us from simmier sim.
He wanted us but didn't know
what to do with little girls.
He didn't know how to French braid.
I was too yoimg to tell him what I needed
him to be. To tell him what was happening
was too big for me
to wrap myself around.
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Davey
Not long after my parents divorced, Momstarted dating. Her first boyfriend, Bob,
was the best. He bought us presents and treated us like his kids. He owned a bar outside
of town. Diiring the day, when it wasn't open, he would take us there and turn on the
lights and the disco ball. He would play music and let tis talk over the microphone. And
we got all the soda we could drink.
After a long day of swimming in a near by creek, we went back to Bob's bar and
he ordered pizza. I remember that he played anAir Supply song, "You're EveryWoman
in the World," and he and Momslow danced around the square dance floor while I did
cartwheels around them.
Soon after this. Bobsurprisedmy momand bought her a house. He asked her to
marry him but she said no. He still wanted her to move in to the house with him even
though she had rejected him but she said no.
We didn't see much ofBob after this. Mom started bringing anothermanaround.
David. A fewmonths later. Mom packed our things andmoved us into David's house
three hours away from our dad.
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"I've had sexwith two girls now," Daveysaid ashe straightened his clothes. "Youand
my cousin Mandy. She's a lot prettier than you are though."
I looked at Davey with disgust and, ifyou can believe it, jealousy. He was my
twelve year old stepbrother.
Me, Davey, and my little sister, Carina. Our mom and his dad had just moved in
together. The three of us were all close in agesowe played together in the woods and in
the tree house my step father had built. We had invented some game that was a
combination of "House" and "Hunting" or "War" to satisfy both us girls and Davey, the
only boy. We would stay outside all day long and play. It was fun and we loved it. It
made me and Carina feel like we belonged in this other family's home.
Davey started coming up with reasons for Carina to go off by herself to 'hunt' or
something. She always objected saying that it wasn't any fun for her to play alone, she
was only nine, but he always convinced her.
The longer our parents were together, the more threatening Daveybecame. He
eventually started hitting us when we disagreed with him. He was a boy and he was
bigger and older and we desperately wanted him to like us. He used these times when
Carina wasn't around to introduce a new ideainto our game. Hewanted to pretend that
he and I were married. I agreed at first because it was just pretend. Soon, he began
holding myhand whenwewereout on our own'huntingtrips' and hewouldhugme
when we pretended it was time to go to sleep. We would lie down beside each other and
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pretend sleep. At first, we only closed our eyesand 'slept' for a minute or two beforewe
would get up and pretend that it was morningandwe had imagined chores to do. But
the 'nights' got longer and longer. Carina alwaysdid her pretend sleeping far away from
us. At Davey's command she would lay still with her eyes closed somewhere else in the
yard.
Hidden in our pretend bedroom, Davey's hands eventually began to find their
way over my body, his fingers found the edges ofmy clothes and would try to slip under
the elastic bands. I wriggled under his weight and tried to stretch my clothes to keep
him out but boys are always stronger than scared little girls. He always foimd a way in,
pinching the skin on my chest where I would one day have breasts. He would say, "Its
ok. It's what grown ups do. Aren't we pretending to be grown ups?"
I always ended up letting him pretend to be a grown up while I lay imder him no
longer remaining a child because I was afraid that if I didn't he would tell on me. He
would convince David, his father, that I was doing something wrong and then my mom
and my sisters and I would have no where to live. We would have no family and it
would be my fault.
Mom and Davidgot married after several years and several break ups later. Three or fotur
different times, Mompacker our things andmovedus backto our home town only to
move us back into David's house a few months or even weeks later.
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The worst of these break ups happened one summer. I was between the fifth and
sixth grades. There was a huge drought all over Southwestern Pennsylvania. We didn't
have much water in the house. Davey and Wendy, David's daughter, had been staying
with us for the last several weeks. Wendy was fifteen or so. We had all just returned
home from a picnic. The sun was setting and everyone was hot and grumpy from
spending an entire day outside.
Mom yelled at Davey because he was using too much of the little water we had
and somehow everyone started fighting. Mom and her kids and David and his. Four
against three. Mom slapped David and he hit her back. All the kids were yelling at each
other. Wendy hit my mom. Mom ran down the hallway to the back of the house and
David followed her, throwing her from side to side so that she fell every few steps leaving
dents in the plaster down the length of the hall.
When the fighting stopped, both families retreated to separate rooms of the house.
Momwas bleeding from a lot of different placesand my sistersand I were trying to take
care of her while she explained through the telephone to an old boyfiiend. Bobactually,
what had just happened. Shemade arrangements for him to leave right away and come
get tis and takeus back to St.Marys with him. She then sent us to our rooms to pack
enough things to last a week or so imtil we could come back for more.
Carina and I shared a room and we silently stuffed our favorite t-shirts and stuffed
animals intothe giant duffle bags that David andMom had received as freegifts for
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signingup for some club or something. Carina wanted to pack her toys. I did, too, but I
told her that we would come back for them.
"But what if David won't let us have them?" she asked me.
"He will. He has to. They're not his. Besides,Mom won't let him." I told her
confidently even though I only half believed it myself.
An hour later, we were waiting in the driveway for our ride whenWendy came
storming out of the house and said that the duffle bagswe had packed our clothes in
belonged to her dad and she started pulling them off our shoulders and out of our hands.
She dumped our clothes out on the ground and took the bags into the house. Moin
refused to go back inside and sent me in to askDavid if I could have some garbage bags. I
was scared but I did as 1 was told.
"We need some bags to put our stuff in," I said. I looked straight ahead as I
walked past them into the kitchen. Wendy started saying nasty things to me about how
white trash should use garbage bags for their clothes but David stopped her.
As I walked out of the house with my arms fiill of garbage bagsand crinkled
plastic grocery bags, David switched all of the exterior lights on sowe could pick
everythingup. Mom decidedthat we should start walking. We carried lumpy bags full
of our now dirty clothesand headed in the directionthat our ride wouldbe coming from
even though it would take several hoiirs for him to reach us.
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We got another apartment in St. Marys. It had dirty turquoise carpeting. The
wallpaper in the dining roomwas left over from the seventies. It was striped orange and
green on an ivory colored background. Like the style, the integrity of the wallpaper had
not lasted. It was torn and curlingat the edges andin some places it wasmissing
altogether and gougedyellowplaster showed through in irregular patches.
Summer ended and I started sixth grade. Davidvisited a lot. Mom seemed to be
happy about it but my sisters and I were not. He saidhe was sorry and that must have
been enough for Mombecause shemovedus backto Greensburg and into David's house
before Halloween.
Settledonce again in David's house, things carried on asthey hadbefore. Mom
andDavid fought constantly. My sisters andIwere miserable most ofthe time. Luckily,
Davey had grown old enough to create a life for himself that didn't involve me. He was
hardlyeverat our house andwhen he was, he andI spoke veryUttle.
Eventually, I hadno actual relationship withDavey. Notspeaking to each otherwas
synonymous with not acknowledging what had happened betweenus. What I didn't
realize was that this lack ofacknowledgement was thebeginning ofacycle that Iwould
perpetuate for the rest of my adolescence.
Winter in Pittsburgh
There's no ice on the sidewalks
but they are frozen. You can tell
by the sound shoes make hard
hollow like banging metal on metal.
People hide necks in their shoulders
to keep them from cold that blows
over the rivers. Snow falls between
buildings with tops hidden high
in the gray of Jzinuary's sky.
River's breathe through streets
and catch snowflakes that will
never touch the groimd float up
down and up again.
It is always snowing
in the middle of the city.
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Breakfast
She stares through the kitchen
window of our the house
isn't really hers.
Built by her new husband
and his first wife, it is set back
from the road,
she can see trees beyond
the yard that must have been
so young when the ground
had first been broken.
Thirty years old
she is still tiny like a girl.
Legs gathered in to her chest,
she has her old pink night shirt
pulled over her knees
as she perches on a chair
picked out by the first wife.
Her right hand arranges
and rearranges numbers,
trying to make not enough
money enough money
for school clothes and groceries.
Left hand alternates between
coffee two creams two sugars
and a lit Bensen&Hedges.
Kids are waking up.
Waffles she has started
for them jump from the red
heat of the toaster and start cooling.
She stares still, at air.
Smoking her breakfast.
Food Stamps
I wouldn't touch my mom's food
stamps. I didn't want to be poor
like her. I wanted all seven years
of me to be glamorous and I silently
refused to stand in line with her
at the A&P. I wanted grown-ups
to think I wasn't with her as I took
inventory of their carts and pretended
to know just where to put the Drumsticks
and Handi-snacks in the cupboard at home.
Tiger Beat magazines and racks
of candy that I couldn't have
because my mom was paying
with poor people's money.
But she'd call to me. Case,get up here.
And everyone would know
that I was her daughter, my tiny pride
trembling with humiliation because
she was poor, she was divorced
because I was afraid
ofwhat that made me.
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Shampoo Bottles
I moved in with my dad when I was fourteen, right before high school. I let
everyone think that it was becausemy mom and I fought so much. And we did.
Everyone knew that. We would scream at each other. I was mean, nasty to her. I called
her names. What still hurts me is the time I called her a whore because she had my
oldest sister when she was only seventeen years old. As soon as I said it, I somehow
knew how much harm I had done to the both of us with those few words. But I was so
angry with her for things that had happened. Things that didn't happen. And things that
shouldn't have happened.
I was always shy aboutmy body. I waslittle, I mean really little. Mymomhad to have
my shoes and clothes specially made. In elementary school, kidswere relentlesswith the
names they would call me. Shrimp,midget, and dwarf are the ones that stick out most. I
didn't reacha hundred pounds until Iwas sixteen years old. On top ofthis, I was a late
bloomer. I told my momthat I neededa bra even though I knew I didn't. What I did
knowwasthat once the summerwas over andseventh grade began, I would have to
change into auniform forgym class. I would be the onlygirlwithout abraon. I had
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visions of the other girls telling everyone and that I would never get a boyfriend because
I was so flat that I couldn't even fill a double A training bra.
It took some convincing but Mom finally agreed to buy me one bra. She took me
to the store that we always shopped at for almost everything; Hills, a department store
with affordable prices, a.k.a. no brand names. But this time it was ok because no one
would really be able to tell that my bra wasn't from the mall. Unfortunately, I forgot
that school was about to start and that most kids, rich or poor, went to Hills for new
Trapper Keepers and pencils.
I had hoped to easeinto this transition betweenno bra and bra but my mom took
me straight to the underwear department and opened a box that had awhite training bra
with a little rose between the stretchy triangles ofmaterial in it. Then she pxilled me
over to her and made me put it on over my shirt. I wanted to tell her no but I was afiraid
that she would change her mind about the whole situation. Just as she fastened it and
was checking the fit by putting her fingers imder allof elastic straps, one of the
Yokopenic girls walked by. She was a year older and wore the kind of clothes that came
firom themall. She was also obviously past the training bra stage. Against allofmy
hoping and praying, she recognized me. I tried toact nonchalant and I rolled my eyes.
She didn't sympathize, like I hadhoped. She laughed. Out loud. My mom didn't even
notice. She justkeptpulling andadjusting, saying "Ithink it's too big."
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David found out that I got my first bra. He started calHng me Boobsie Twin.
When I'd walk into whatever room he was lounging around in he'd say, "There she is.
There's the Boobsie Twin". Ignoring him made it worse. He started yelling things like
"Comehere, let me see them little boobies" as he'd reach for me to make me stop so he
could look.
David was my mom's third husband. She had divorced my dad, her second husband,
when I was in second grade. By the time third grade started, she had moved all of us,
herself, me, and my two sisters, into David's house just outside of Pittsburgh. David had
been building houses since he was sixteenand did very well for himself. He lived in a
large ranch home that was all cedar on the outside. Heand his crew built it in the early
eighties. I had never seen such a large house. It had four bathrooms. We foundout right
away that we, my sisters and I, wouldget to use the best bathroom in the whole house.
Wecalled it the Brown Bathroom. It had ceramic tile on the floor, halfway up
thewalls andon the sinktop. Above the tilewas golden colored wallpaper thathada
very intricate scrolling design in chocolate colored brown velvet. The toilet was
disguised as awooden throne. Thearms andback were paddedin morevelvet. Theflush
handle wasn't even ahandle. Itwas adelicate chainwith a large wooden bead that hung
from the ceiling and neededto bepulled gently to flush. Thebath tub wasa Jacuzzi, It
was dark brown andglossy. It sat in the floor like aswimming pool. It was only a little
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larger than a standard bath tub but to a couple of little girls it was an indoor pool. There
was a window, too. A really big window that was above the bath tub. It was the type of
window that was really tall and wide and had the handles that you cranked to ease it
open and closed. Dad's house had old wooden windows that were held open with thin
slats of wood. We smashed our fingers in those windows more times than I remember.
Mom had been down to visit David several times before we all moved in with him
and she had already put curtains up in the Brown Bathroom on an earlier visit that added
peach and green to all of the brown. I couldn't wait for my first bubble bath in the
Jacuzzi bath tub.
We iised to playin the driveway a lot. It was paved and therewas a basketball hoop.
We'd ride our bikes and skateboards in circles around each other. Mom and David would
come out and playwith us pretty often. We'd usually play Four-square since the
driveway was paved in square sections that were theperfect size. After a day like this,
the kids would have topick upall the toys and things wehad been playing with. Mom
andDavid werelaughing soIwent over to see whatwas so funny.
David was behind mymom and hadhis hand under herbutt, between herlegs.
Hewas lifting herup from under hercrotch, just enough that onlyher toes touched the
cement. Hepushed her firom behind andsheskittered along, laughing.
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"What're you doing?" I asked. I was uncomfortable seeing David's hand between
her legs. I was only seven or eight at this time but something told I shouldn't have seen
them like that, David's hand between Mom's legs.
"Its fun, Case! Come try it," Mom said.
'Teah, come here. I'll lift you up," David said as he walked toward me, I was
backing away. Davidkept moving toward me, trying to convince me that I should let
him lift me up like that. But I knew I shouldn't let him so I ran away.
I remember a shirt that Mom bought for me. It was a white V neck t-shirt that showed
some ofmy stomach, but not toomuch. I was onlyfourteen. I wasn't supposed towear
it for another week. It wasmy first pieceof clothingfrom the Junior's section at
Kaufmann's, a brand name department store inWestern Pennsylvania. I finally felt how
I imagined the rich girls I went to school with felt everyday. Theshirt was meantfor the
end oftheyear school trip to aPirate game atThree Rivers Stadium but Iwore it early.
The Pirateswere reallysomething in the earlynineties. I washead over heels in love
with number 3. Short stop Jay Bell. I had been toseveral games thatyear already but
never in a new shirt. I pretended he would seeme in my newwhite t-shirt and fall
immediately in love with me, too.
David puthis big constructionworker hand ontheback ofmyneckand pulled
me hard against the front ofhis body and said, "I can see down your shirt." I tried to pull
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away but I was still really little for my age. Tiny,my mom always said. "Boys like tiny
girls," she would tell mewhen I would get embarrassed by the children sizes I was still
wearing because they were cheaper and they still fit me when I was a teenager.
"You shouldn't be looking," I said to my mom's husband in the most grown up
voice I could muster. My mom didn't tell her husband that I was right. She didn't pull
me out of his hands and away from him. She said, "Good answer, Case!" and laughed.
I wore an old t-shirt to the baseball gamethe next week. I put the white V neck
under my bed. I never wore it again.
The fighting between me and Mom peaked when I entered Junior High. That's when I
started to really get ready for school in the morning. The only two showers in the house
were in the master bedroom and the basement. It was David's rule that we were not
allowed to use their bathroom, even though his son who was exactly my age would come
to visit and not have to take baths. And I was not about to go down to the dark basement
for a shower. So, I took a bath every morning before school, not minding that I had to
get up about a half hour early when it was still dark outside.
As the decorative gold plated fixtures poured hot water into the bath tub, I would
sit on plush rug in front of the tub and curl my toes in its soft fibers. It was so different
from the old towels we used for bathroom rugsbefore we moved into this house. The
bathroom was always cold with all that ceramic tile. After a few inches of water was
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swirling in the tub, I'd step down into the steaming water and let it swallow my toes, my
feet, and ankles. My pale skin looked so bright against the cocoa brown of the tub.
Every morning I sat there in the water hugging my knees to my chest to stay
warm until the water was high enough for me to clean myself up. With three sisters and
my mom, there were always tons of shampoo bottles and soaps scattered around the tub.
I had my pick of smelling like apples, baby powder, or wild flowers.
When I would wet my hair, I was little enough, or the tub was big enough, for me
to he all the way down in the water with my legs stretched out. Sometimes I would stay
like that in the warm water. I'd fall asleep, even, in the warm and muffled world the
water created arotind me.
That window always did make me uncomfortable. It let so much cold air in and
when I would sit in the water, I could look up and see spaces of outside becauseof the
way the curtains ruffled. Everyother ruffle showed the darknessof earlymorning that
was jiist outside.
Once,when I wassittingin the warmwaterwaitingfor it to get high enough, I
lookedup at the spacesof outside and I saw a face. It pulled back so fast that I couldn't
tell if it was real or not. Theusual suspects poppedinto mymind. FreddyKrueger, Jason,
the girlwith the scary spine disease in ''Pet Cemeterf. Then I thought maybe it was
oneofDavid's construction guys. They were always outside in the morning getting the
equipment they needed for the day's job. But I remembered that the window was a little
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too high for even a grown man to look into without a ladder. I blamed my imagination
but I started using the almost empty shampoo bottles to push the curtain against the
window so no outside came in.
Nothing like that happened for a long time and I eventually fell out of the practice
of using the shampoo bottles. My momhad eventually thrown them all away. There
were only two bottles left by the tub and they were both full of shampoo and
conditioner.
It seems that as soon as I felt safe in the water again, I looked up one morning and
there was the face again. The light from insidewas bright enough for me to tell that I
wasn't imagining anything. It was David. Davids face waswatching me from the space
in the curtains. And he didn't jerk awaythis time. He looked right at me as I huggedmy
skinny little seventh grade legs to my chest so tightly that I couldn't breathe. Then he
was gone. I scrambledfor the old, almost empty shampoo bottles so I could pushthe
curtain against where David's face hadbeen but theyweren't there. I jimipedout of the
tub and coveredmyselfwith a towel and sat as far awayfrom the window as I could. I
went to school that daywithout taking a bath.
I began hoarding empty bottles. Or, Iwould start a newbottle before fimsTiing
the old one. I even started filling the empty oneswith water for two reasons. It made
themheavier because whentheweather was nice and thebreezewould come through
thewindow, the empty bottles would blow offthesill and Iwould sit therehugging my
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knees to hide myself, too terrified to stand up put them back. But the water filled bottles
also tricked my mom into thinking they were still fiill of shampoo and she wouldn't
throw them away.
One day, I think it was about a year later, Mom and I were in the kitchen. I was helping
her clean the house so it must have been a Saturday. She asked me why I didn't use all of
the shampoo in one bottle before I opened another. She askedwhy I kept the old bottles
on the window sill. I looked down and didn't say anything to her but I could feel her
lookingat me. I backed down the single step that separated the kitchen firom the living
room. Moving away firom her into the other room I said as quietly as I could, "Because
David watches me take my bath."
She stared at me for a moment, a dirty dish cloth in her hand dripping soapy
water onto the newlycleanedkitchen floor, "No, he doesn't. Don't you sayanything like
that ever again." For once, I listened to her.
David keptwatching methroughmyninth grade school year. Mom was quick withthe
empty shampoo bottles nowand they were hardly ever there. It gotworse as I grew
olderandrounderandsofter. Hewasn'tcareful anymore. I could hear the metal
extension ladder hittheside ofthe house. I could hear theladder's rungs creak and rattle
under his weight. Step bystep, I always knewwhen hewas coming. I'dIwould sit in
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the water knowing he was up there watching, hiding as much of self as I could. I hoped
that if he couldn't really see anything he would stop. I learned how to take an entire
bath with out ever laying back into the water. I kept my knees to my chest and poured
water over myself to rinse the bubbles awaywhile the man who introduced me to people
as his daughter watched.
The summer after ninth grade, I moved in with my dad. I told my mom that it
was because she and I fought so much, becauseI hated her. But I mostly just wanted
David to stop. My dad brought his pick up and we loaded it up with my stuff and drove
away. My sisters told me not to go, to think about it some more, that I was breaking
Mom's heart. I acted like I didn't care about anything Uke that. We drove awayand I
cried so hard that my dad had to pull over so I could throw up.
I finished high schoolin the samesmall town that I had been bom in. I hardly everwent
to visitmymom and sisters. I would gomonths sometimes without seeingthem. What
mattered to mewas that I wasn't seeing David. Andhe wasn't seeing me. I talked to
Carina, my little sister, the most. I remember tryingto convince her to move to Dad's
with me because I wasafraidDavid waswatchingher, too, and I didn't knowhow to ask
ifhe was because I didn't want toknow she was going through the same things I had.
But she never said anything and she never moved to Dad's.
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When I graduated, I was onlyseventeen. Mom was angryat mydad fornot
making me go to college. Since I was still a minor, I had to move back into David's house
because Mom said thereweresomanymore opportunities in Pittsburgh. She made me
enroll in the local community college. I never took bathswhen Davidwashome. I
finally had the courage to use the dark andmustyshower in the basement. Mom and I
still fought.
Carina and I were up late one night talkingin her room. She knew I didn't want
to live there.
"Because David looks at me", I said as I stared at the comforter on her bed.
"What do you mean?"
"When I take baths."
Carina didn't say anything fora minute. Iwas stillstaring at the comforter.
When I finally looked up, shewas cryingand I thoughtit was because shewas sadfor me
but then she said, "Me. too. He watches me, too."
Wecried and talked about the times when David said things ordid things thathe
should've known crossed the line. About the times when he touched us and he shouldn't
have. About the separate times we had both tried to tell Mom about what was happening
tous. How she brushed it off and didn t believe us. I apologized toherover and over
again for leaving her with him.
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Momand Davidnever had a great relationship but theymanaged to staytogether for
eighteen years. Thingswere really bad toward the end. They probably should have
divorced years before they did. One night toward the end of their marriage, Carina, my
mom, and I were sitting at the kitchen table. I was nineteen at the time. We were
telling 'rememberwhen' stories and laughing. Until Mom brought up the shampoo
bottles.
"Remember how you kidswould put all those empty bottles on the window sill in
the BrownBathroom? I always thought that was sofunny. Why did you girlsdo that?"
I couldn't look at her but I didn't hesitate. "Because David watched us take baths."
She stopped laughing and lookedat my sister. Carina answeredthe questionthat
was hanging on her face.
"Yeah, he did."
"You should've toldme. I wouldhavedonesomething aboutit."
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Lovely Before Dying
The sun had just fallen below Center Street.
Silhouettes of smoke stacks and hard sharp
comers of factory buildings stood black
against pink sky. Air stiffwith cold October.
Nathan had a crush on me. Said, Cassandra
You look lovely tonight. I said, Thank you sir.
He looked at him and said. Doesn't she look
lovely Paul?
Paul took my hand and said. Yes.. .lovely.
Then he bowed and I played at a curtsey.
Nathan pushed him and they were fifteen
year old boys again.
Eight days later Paul was dead.
I haven't been lovely since.
Young Paul's Old Room
She is in the doorway
unmoving.
It's storage now.
She changes the sheets
that will not be slept on.
She washes dinner dishes,
one setting less.
She cooks too much food.
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Graveside Banter
He tells me what he was thinking as it got harder to breathe.
That he wanted to put his feet down but it was too much
to stop kicking. He tells me he thought of his mom,
hoped she wouldn't cry too much at his funeral,
for his dad to hold her hand if she did. He tells me
that he thought as the mechanics of his throat caved
under the pressure and air was aroimd him but not in him.
He knew what was happening as his kicks became shuffles
and his face got hotter and hotter. He tells me the thought
that dying was scarier than living.
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Rossetd
I'd do it at night
so we could be alone.
The firey red lacquer
of his casket would be
long burnt out.
I'd put my foot on the side
of the box that hides the lower
half of his body to brace myself
so I could force the hinged Hd
open. Most of his skin
would be gone. His soft blonde
hair turned to woolen wire.
I'd ease him out, dance
with his corpse. We'd get dizzy
from turning, twirling.
Moonlight plays like confetti
sparkling on tombstones.
He'd tire quickly, want to rest
So I'd put him back being watchful
of any parts of his brittle body
that may have broken off
during our dance. He'd say.
You look lovely tonight,
as I lowered the lid, the slice
ofmoonlight on his face
getting thinner and thinner.
I'd polish his casket.
I'd shovel half the dirt in
before I pushed him back
into the ground so I won't
have to dig as long the next time.
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Paul's Woods
The cemetery forgotten
under the shade of pine,
maple, oak. Himdreds of years
from now, it's once sunny
hillside swarms with underbrush.
Headstones without places,
perennials grow rampant
in patches of sunHght.
Someday, an oak will reach
pull his body through its veins,
alive again. The sim.
will shine on the thousand
leaves of his face.
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Missing Spots
My mother and I were painting smoke stained white walls a shade of pink that
was so light I could barely tell we were using paint. It was easy to miss a spot if you
weren't careful. "I was pregnant with you, Case, and this woman kept calling the house.
Sometimes in the middle of the night." I concentrated on the patch of wall in front of me
as she spoke. I don't know how the subject came up but it did. Maybe because Mom
needs to be the favorite.
"Shewas pregnant, too, and she said it was your dad's. And he went to her every
time, that son of a bitch. In the middle of the night. She'd call crying about how she was
pregnant and alone. He'd leave me at home and go to this woman."
Maybeshe thought I needed to know. I let her keep talking because lately I was
trying to feel out the groimd between being mommy's little girl and my mother's
daughter. I was about twenty two or three and fightingmyway through a succession of
failing relationships ofmy own. I justkepton painting lightpink oversmoke stained
white. I acted interested, eventriedtoprovide some sort ofinsight when shepaused in
her telling. Butwhat was I to say? Shewas mymother, not my friend.
Earlier in this same week, I hadvolimteered tohelp mymom paint thewalls in
her living room, the one we really only used atChristmastime. I thought it would be a
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perfect time for me to ease my way into a conversation about the most recent problems I
was having with my boyfriend. But she wasn't getting the hints I was dropping. Mom
was volleying back and forth between wanting to divorce her third husband and wanting
to stay with him. She had just moved back in with him after another one of her
ultimatums seemed to have worked. That's why we were painting. There was no
furniture in the room and since one of Mom's stipulations was that David quit smoking,
painting over the nicotine covered walls seemed like the right thing to do.
So, Mom was preoccupied with trying to hold her own marriage together and she
dominated our conversation. She would say things like "David says he's really going to
try to make things better this time..." or "David says he's finally going to start wearing
his wedding band..
Opportunities, I thought, to mention similar situations that existed in my
relationship. I braced myself for baring the secrets of my personal life and tried to shift
the momentum of the conversation with phrases like "Yeah, Ryan does that, too." But
she never caught on and I was never good at directly asking for help. After twenty years
she was no better at pickingup my clues. I was beginning to realize that our day of
mother-daughter bonding was not going to focus on me.
Myhistoryof relationships with menwas anything but smooth. I was engaged at twenty
to amanthat turnedout to be an abusive alcoholic and a compulsive gambler. I hadjust
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woken up the morning Barry proposed. I didn't cry or say yes, even. I nodded my head.
Thingswere already hard for us but I wanted somuch to be a part of something, a part of
a family. I thought that if I started from scratch, I could create the family that I had
always wanted, needed. Even though the proposal was lacking in everyway, no bended
knee, no candles, no ring, I believed that this could be the beginning of something better.
Even when he suggested I pay for my own engagement ring I took it in stride and agreed.
A few weeks later, the bank called to inform me that I had bounced a check. I
argued with them and insisted there was somemistake. But there wasn't. Barry had
borrowed money from me behind my back to pay a gambling debt. Stupidly, I told him
to never do it again. He promised me he wouldn't.
Three months later, Barry sat on the edge of the bed and began confessing to me
that he was sick. He admitted that he was gambling and that he didn't think he could
stop. All of his money was gone. All of my money was gone. My credit cards were
maxed out becaxise he had taken cash advances from every single one of them. I had no
idea any of this had happened because he had recently taken over the finances so I could
concentrate on school. Barry cried as he told me all of these secrets. He expected me to
forgive him, again. Part of me wanted to. I wanted to help make things better for him
even though I would be making them harder for myself but somewhere inside of myself I
was able to find the voice I had wanted to speakwith for so long. I calmly told him to
put asmuch of his stuff in his car as he could and go stay -with, his brother. We would set
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up a time that was convenient for me to get the rest of his things out of the apartment. I
remember the total disbelief on his face.
It was, coincidentally, New Year's Eve, the new millennium was about to break
wide open. Since the plans Barryand I were obviously cancelled, I calledmy friends and
told them what had happened. Theywere all together and already getting dressed up,
drinking champagne, and just beinggirls. I criedinto the phone as I gave thema
truncated accoimt of things. I wasn't crying becauseI was sad. I was scared. I knew it
and my friends knew it. Myproblemswith Barrywere never a secret I kept fromthem.
I knew I was in a bad spot and I knew no one could help me fix it. I needed
several thousand dollars to payoffBarry's debts. I knew it would take me years to be free
ofhim. I had decided to stayhome andbe alone, ring in 2000 bymyself. My friends
wouldn't let me and soon I wasright where I needed to be, toasting in a newyear and a
new part ofmy life.
ByMarch of that same year, I was dating thisguy, Ryan. Red hair, blue eyes. He
played basketball and football in high school, starting quarter back. He was acollege
graduateand was up for a huge promotion at his office. He took care of me. Dinner,
movies, gifts. He would even take me and all ofmy girl friends out for drinks and insist
hepick up the tab. Hehad anolder brother and his parents were still together. He grew
up in a two storyhouse with an in-ground swimming pool in the backyard. He was a
'catch', as theysay. And he really was perfect. Unfortunately, Iwasn't. Beyond the
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anger I was still harboring from my relationship with Barry, I hadn't even reaHzedthat
there was a whole other level of me. The level that has been resting just below my actual
life. The level that contained emotions from my childhood that I was only now
beginning to grow mature enough to process.
Ryan and I had been together for about a year. After Barry, you'd think I was in
prime condition a guy like Ryan. When he had brought up the topic of living together,
getting married. I went along with him but I had so many doubts about myself. I
thought I wasn't good enough for him but I had no idea why. I had even let another guy
believe that I was single and I welcomed his advances so that I could sabotage things with
Ryan and have a reason to break up with him. No girl in her right mind would give him
up. But I was about to.
Dad has never spoken to me of this other pregnant woman, the possible half sister. My
parents had been married for a few years in the late seventies when these phone calls
began. The real time line of it all is blurry, though. Mom and Dad have different stories
and different dates for their stories. I have been told the date of my parents' weddingbut
I havenot retained it. I do remember seeingwedding pictures, though. Nothing
professional, just snapshots from someone's camera. Dadhas thick shaggyhair the same
colorasmine. His sideburns andmoustache are full and his upper lip is hidden by the
sun-kissed blonde fringe that tickles it. Mom's darkbrown hair is long, shiny, and
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straight, parted in the middle. She is wearinga frilly yellow simdress and a hat with a
large brim. She is tiny beside her newhusband and they arebothyoung and fresh
lookingfeeding eachother weddingcake with one hand and holdingburning cigarettes
with the other. I have only seen themthatway, happy andtogether, in thesepictures.
I don't know if my parents got married before or after I was conceived and
normally it wouldn'tmatterbut I'mprettysureit works out that they weremarried a few
years before I was bomand that my dad must have cheated onmymom. Ormaybe they
married because mymomwas imexpectedly pregnant and I wasnever told this because
they were afraid their being married under circumstances less that ideal would have some
negative effect on my development as a human being.
According to Mom, these phone callsfrom the McDermott woman went on for a
while. Dad left theirbed to go to thecryingwoman onthe other endofthe telephone
line. Sometimes hewouldn't come home untilthe next morning.
"He started peeing blood, too," Momwent on. "I never said anything. I guess he
went to the doctor because it eventually stopped. I was too pregnant to have sexwith
himso I didn't care. I justwanted those phone calls to stop."
This woman was such a part of myparents' life that Momeven knew the other
baby's name even though shecouldn't say for sure if thebaby was Dad's ornot. Dad had
always been secretive about certain things so heprobablywouldn't have told her
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anyway. Mom didn't work so Dad managed the money. She never would have known if
Dad was paying to raise another child.
"Are you ready for more coffee?" Mom askedme as she climbed down the step ladder.
I finished the still hot coffee I had in my mug and said "Yeah, always."
I handed her my mug and she headed for the kitchen.
"I think she had a little girl. I'm pretty sure she named her Olivia. Doyou want
to try this new flavored creamer I bought?"Mom's voice traveled from the kitchen.
"Yeah, I'll try it. There was an Olivia in my class. Olivia McDermott. Her locker
was near mme.
"Oh,yeah?What'd she look like?" I toldmymom that Olivia had long blackhair,
that she had hazel green eyes, that she looked trashy even though she was just a kid
when I knew her. It waswell known throughoutmy high schoolthat shewasn't any
where close to being a virgin.
"That was probably her. That's what her mom looked like. Mountain trash.
Small world."
I couldn't tell Mom that I had always thought Olivia wasbeautiful. That I
thought shewaswomanly. Shehad older boyfriends and she seemed somature to me.
Olivia was mysterious tome. Iwould watch her sometimes, watch the way boys would
flirt withher. Boys flirted withme, too, butnottheway theydid withher. And she
didn't justgiggle likeI did. She was coy andsexy. She knew, even though shewas only
fourteen, how to tease them,drive themcrazy. I was cute and little andshy. Boys
wanted to holdmyhand andpass menotes. They desired Olivia. Now, I can't helpbut
wonder if all that spying onher andenvying herwas rooted in some deeper connection.
Like theconnection I have with thewomen that I know aremysisters.
As mymotherspoke to melike Iwere friend ofhers, as if shecouldn't possibly
knowthe effect this bit of old time gossip wouldhaveon me, I rememberedthat I had
once secretly wished Olivia andI were friends. I now wondered if theshade ofhereyes
matched the green ofmine.
Watching Mom meticulously apply thepaint to the comers and edges ofthe
room, something she hadalways takenpridein, I spared her the realization that this new
found knowledge would forever disrupt the fragile balance ofmyidentity. I wondered if
I should find Olivia. Find herand be her sister. Or ifI should keep pretending, liVf
Mom was.
I eventually ended things withRyan. I dragged thebreak upout for sixmonths or so. I
didn t want him asmy boyfnend but I still neededhim to love me. I needed him to be
edge ofmy life so I could come back tohim when I figured myself
out.
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I started dating that other guy, Tim. My relationship with him would come to tie
with my disastrous engagement to Barry for first place in the category of the worst
decisions ever. I actually started to let Tim in to the details ofmy childhood only to give
him fuel to control me. Because I had come to believe that my failure in long term
relationships was all due to my inabihty to be honest about things that had happened to
me and to my family, I told him everything. The divorces, the fighting, the half dozen
times we moved and switched schools, the abuse I endured at the hands of other
boyfriends, my step father, and my step brother. Unfortunately, this strategy would only
haveworked if I were also ready to confiront that these things actually happened.
Tim used my past against me. His favoriteway to hurt me was to call me,my
sisters, and my mom a bunch ofwhite trash whores and then expresshis great pity for
my father. He could convinceme that I was disgusting and that I was lucky to have him
in my life. I even beggedhim, more than once, not to end our relationship. I movedin
with him after only a few months andmoved out less than a year later. And, true to my
primary example of the waynot to solve relationship problems, I let himmove intomy
new apartment only to watch him move out six months later.
Again, I would drag things out for several months longer than necessary and
endure hisviolent tantrums that, on several occasions, left us with broken furniture,
bruises, and calls to 911.
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One night, when we weren't Uving together, we were fighting. I don't remember
about what because we really fought about anything we could fight about, and he threw
me out. Because he had picked me up earlier that evening, I didn't have my car. It was a
rainy spring night and I didn't have a jacket to wear or even shoes on my feet because
Tim had pushed me out the door before I could grab them. My cell phone was still
inside, too. So I pounded on the door and I screamed for him to let me back in. That I
was sorry. He eventually threw the door open and I stumbled in because I had been
leaning on it. He man handled me out again, squeezing the soft flesh on my upper arms
and pushed me down on the wet concrete path that led up to the townhouse. He had my
shoes and my phone in his hands and as I stood up to take them he hurled them over his
head into the field that stood opposite of the firont of the building.
"You'd better find your phone fast to get a ride cause I just called the cops on you.
I gave them your name and they'll be here looking for you any minute." His silhouette
boomed down at me from the lighted doorway.
"Tim.. .wait. I'm so sorry.. .please..,but he closed the door on me and switched
offthe outside lights, leaving mein the dark. Itwas too dark to find my shoes andeven if
I couldhave foundmyphone it wasprobablyruined fromthe rain. I stood there
barefoot for a few minutes, before I decided that, shoesor no shoes, I had to walk
somewhere. I started past therow oftownhouses. One ofthe neighbors' doors open up
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to me, spilling warm yellow light onto my cold wet feet. A woman, a little older than
me, came out with a towel and hurried me inside.
"Come on. Everything's ok. I'm Tina. We'll get you cleaned up." I hadn't
realized that I was bleeding from falling down on the sidewalk. I also had bright red
welts on my arms where Tim had grabbed me. Tina put her arms aroimd my shoulders
and led me inside.
She introduced me to her boyfriend, Brad. I should have been embarrassed but
there was no room left in me for it. I needed their help so I handed myself over. Tina
said that they had heard the whole fight and that it wasn't the first time, either. She
showed me the bathroom where she had put out some bandages and peroxide and a
clean, dry t-shirt. I washed the blood offmy knees and elbows and changed my shirt. I
threw my wet one in the garbage. It had ripped at some point and I didn't really care
what happened to it, anyway. After I had calmed down, I went back downstairs. Tina
was sitting on the couch. Bradwas leaning against the wall. I sat down and Tina gave
me a blanket and a cup of tea. I used their phone to callmy mom and ask her for a ride.
I waited there, not speaking until Momshowedup.
That day, as we painted, I bit my lip and held other stories like this one inside of me
becauseMomwanted to talk through her problems, not mine. I didn't ask her what I
should do orwhat I should say because she was asking me those questions.
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"Did I make the right decision, Case?" she asked. She was looking for my approval
when I was looking for guidance she couldn't give me because she had never learned
from her mistakes, the same mistakes I was beginning to make. I answered her as best I
could while I focused on the blurry lines between old stains and new paint, trying to
paint the brighter color over the stains of the past but the lines between them were
becoming too difficult to see.
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From the Fire
The light from the fire
and his hair is not graying.
The heat feels like sun
bum on my bare legs
That are curled up in firont
of me. Light from the fire
and his face doesn't startle
me with age I forget he has.
Life lets go his smile
in the fire's light
and he is yoimger
than he has ever been.
Warm and earthy
is the smell of the fire
the smell ofmy father.
I blink over and over.
Sometimes it is
too much to bear.
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Freckles
I had lots of freckles
when she left my dad,
her second husband.
They were scattered across
my nose and sprinkled
on my knee caps,
Tawny colored and reaching
for something.
Each stmimer I got more
of the ugly brown spots
that no one else seemed to have.
They dotted my arms and traveled
from my left shoulder to my right.
I had hoped they would relent
a little during college.
I already thought I had too many.
I stayed inside but they kept coming
like ants at a picnic,
crawling on my chin
and nesting on my upper lip.
She left her third husband
after eighteen years.
told me that she and my dad
didn't have a bad marriage,
that she gave him papers
to sign instead of a reason.
I have more freckles than ever now.
They're darker and closer together.
Sprawled on the backs ofmy hands
and retiring on my chest and thighs
because there aren't many
vacancies anymore.
She's seeing someone now,
before the third set of papers
are even signed.
I might be lucky enough
to have a third dad
and I'll have millions
of new freckles.
And maybe, someday,
rU be all filled up.
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My Grandmother's Eulogy
I wrote something that wasn't
worthy of the woman I didn't know.
I was a&aid her children would see
through my words to the Catholic
that I wasn't, know that it had been
years since I had visited her tiny
apartment at the High Rise.
I looked out at the people I had never seen
and didn't know why they were so few.
I read as if I deserved to be the one telling
them what they knew her to be.
I focused on the sound of each word
I had written because I had only heard
them the day before when her children
sat around cups of instant coffee, smiling
through their memories. I read on and on
wanting to be one of them. Wishing I had kept
the birthday cards stuffed with two dollar bills.
My voice quivered and my eyes blurred
because I knew I had been loved.
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Catching Clams
Saltwater peels itself
back from already wet sand
pulling with it clams the size
ofmy baby toe's nail.
Stumbling down with the tide
they catch on something
too small for me to see.
wiggling transparent bodies
out of the crack between its shells
they sHde beneath the beach
leaving only a sandy bubbling
pit. I watch you through my hair
blown wild by the salty wind
of sunset as you try to scoop
them up before they burrow
too deep. Try after try
your hands come up full
of sand and you smile at me.
'Almost got that one/ you say,
aheady pulling up more.
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Middle Child
I have readsomewhere that every member ofa family subconsciously assumes a
role that ismeant to contributeto the overall dynamics of the family. Like everyother
child, I was bom into the role of 'the baby', a very coveted spot. Soon, before I was
ready, Iwasforced to relinquish my reign and stepdowninto the realmof 'the middle
child'eventhough I was stillonlyableto identify myself as 'the baby'.
I don't remember but justafter I was bom I'msure my family called me'the baby' almost
asmuch as, if not more than, they used my name.
"CanI hold the baby?" my older sister said.
"Don't wake the baby!" Mom yelled when things got noisy.
"Mylittle baby girl,.Dad whispered ashe held me.
Like manybabies, myreignonly lasted solong. Aboutsixmonths after I was
bom, my family was expecting another baby. I suppose it'shard for any child when
someone comes in to thepicture to claim your spot as 'the baby'. Especially when there
is no way for the childwho is no longer 'the baby' to verbalize letalone comprehend the
feelings brought on bysuch a shiftin family dynamics.
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Carina was bom in seventy-nine. Just sixmonths into my own existence, instantly
makingme amiddle child. Carinawasvery sick. Always in and out of the hospital. Had
we lived centuries in the past, shewould have been at the mercy of Darwin's theory of
natural selection. Carina was born without the instinct to suck. She couldn't take a
bottle or our mother's breast. Mymom has told me stories about how she would have to
squirt formula into the little target of Carina'smouth. Unfortunately, this wasn't a
perfect solution. Sinceit wasso difficult to feedher, Carina was always hungry soshe
alwayscried. She never slept through the night.
Aftermanymonths of this, shewas imderweight but readyto move on to jarred
babyfood and eventually solids. Amilestone, it must have seemed. Myparents were still
worried about her, though, because, on top of all of the feeding problems, Carinawasn't
speaking. She could make noises, just not words. And when she ate, Carina often
pounded onher abdomen justunder her ribcage. It was discovered that shewas having
pyloric spasms. The muscle at the openingof her stomach lockedshut and food would
begin toback up in her esophagus, slowly choking her. These spasms were related toher
inability tosuck onanything. Carina's doctors had recommended she attend aspecial
schoolcalled"CrippledChildren". Specialists realized that Carinawas bom without
much control ofthemuscles inher throat and her tongue. She began taking classes at
her new school.
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Thegoal was to teach Carina howtomove her tonguesoshe couldboth speak and
eat. One exercise she had to do dailywas to eat a spoonful of peanut butter. Shewastold
to put the entire spoon in her mouth, like a lollipop, and figure out how to move her
tongue in a way that cleaned the spoonof all the peanut butter. I remember this
happening. Mom gave herspoons ofrich creamy peanut butterandI complained until 1
got one, too. I thought they were snacks. I never realized it was a sort of homework for
Carina.
Despite the encouraging words ofCarina's doctors and specialists she was
considered disabled. They said she would never speak orhave any sortofphysical
coordination. Never leam to skip or jump rope. They toldmyparents shewould bein
special education classes herwhole life. My mom was actually trying to teach us sign
language because doctors said thatwould be the onlyway wewould be able to
commimicatewith Carina. I remember the big hard cover bookMomhad checkedout of
the public library. Itwas Sesame Street themed and geared toward children. Big Bird
was shown signing withthe full color pictures ofreal people. Mom says thatwe all tried
to leam the different shapes we were supposed to contort our hands and fingers into. All
ofus but Dad. I know she still holds that against him over twenty-five years later.
Iwas still yoTing, maybe three years old, when all ofthis was happeningwith my
little sister and my family. I couldn't have possibly understood thesituation. Iwas
jealous of the school Carina went to. Itwas full of toys and iteven had aplayground
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with swings and a jungle gym behind it. My school, South St. MarysStreet Elementary,
only had a grassy area that we got to run aroimd in sometimes.
I stopped eating everything but peanut butter and butter sandwiches for so long
that I eventually got to see a doctor, too. He said something Hke"as long as she's eating,
she's fine." I didn't get to go to Carina's specialschool but I did get asmany sandwiches
as I wanted. I was very particular on how they were made. I liked the peanut butter to
be put on the bread first, then the butter. I could tell ifMomdid it right by peelingthe
two pieces of bread apart. I would look for pools of bright yellow in the swirls and ridges
of thick peanut butter. I kept it up for almost a year. I remember my mom pleading with
me.
"Just one bite of spaghetti. Case. You used to love it. When you were a little baby,
remember?" But I still wouldn't eat.
I have seen the pictures of me in my high chair. They are now yellowed with age
but my head ofshiny blond ringlets is unmistakable. I'm face-down, soimd asleep in a
plate of noodles and tomato sauce. Shesaid that every time she madespaghetti for dinner
I would fall asleep in my cut-into-bite-sized noodles even though they were my favorite.
Between me refusing to eat and Carina not knowing how to eat, Mom couldn't
havehad much firee time. Those timeswhen Iwould shakemyhead and pursemy lips to
keep food out of mymouth, I imagineMom looked at me the same way she lookedat
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Carina. Frustration and worry hanging on her like a perfectly tailored suit that she wore
it as well as she could.
All I really wanted was to be 'the baby' again. I wanted Mom to make choo-choo
sounds and airplane motions when she tried to feed me. I wanted to be able to sit in the little
baby carrier that Mom lugged Carina around in even though I tried to fit in it once but I was
too big. Again, there is proof of this in photographic form.
My new role as the middle child is that of the peace keeper, the one that holds things
together by involuntarily sacrificing their own emotional comfort for the good of the
family. Middle children are like glue or hinges that stretch and bend whatever way
everyone else in the family needs them to go and they leam very early in their lives to do
this instinctively, without ever being asked.
I can see evidence of this in my own experiences, maybe because it really is there,
or maybebecause I need something to helpme rationalize the manypaths my family has
wandered, to helpme fill in mymissing parts andholdmyself togethernow that I've
learned the hardwaythat my family issomething Iwillneverbea part of. I have
learned thatmyfamily isapart ofme and I am one part closer tobeing whole.
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Things
My mother used to dress me and my little sister alike. Always in the same outfits.
Just different colors. We were bom fifteen months apart and we were both very tiny as
children. Perhaps we were like twins to her.
Mom would ask me which set of t-shirts and shorts I wanted and I could never
decide. I could always find a reason to want or to not want both sets. The pink was
pretty but my brother would say it was too girly. The yellow was too bright but it was
my favorite color.
The truth was that I wanted both sets. Not because I was greedy. I was afiraid that
if I chose the pink set over the yellow I would wind up needing the yellow set for
something and be in trouble becauseall I had was the pink one. The reasonswhy one
colorwouldbe more necessary to my survival was never clear to me, though this
hesitation and indecisiveness would become two of the most consistent anddefining
traits of my adxilt selfwhich would bloom into a puzzling form of possessiveness.
I like mythings. I always have. I need them arotmd me, I havenot always
imderstoodthis strange trait I posses. I may still not understand it.
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I don't often lose things. Many times I have impressedmyselfby being able to locatethe
most inconsequential item in a matter of minutes. My boyfriend likes to use my
fingernail clippers to trim his toenails. He never puts them backwhere they belong
which is in the pretty green box that holds all ofmy nail polish, files, cuticle lotions,
polish remover, and cotton balls. The box is alwaysneatly tucked under the foot ofmy
bed. I have learned to pay attention to where he uses the clippers and to where he sets
them down, which isnever inside ofthe prettygreenbox that is tuckedneatlyunder the
foot of the bed.
I also don't lend my things to other people. I'd rather spendmy time burning
thema CD or buyingthem a book than riskoneofmypossessions. Thisispartlyout of
fear of losing them andpartlybecause I needto knowwherethey are at all times. In the
case I shouldneed somethingspecific and at the sametime very random, I need to be
able to getto it in amatterof seconds. Forthissimple and, to me, veryrational, reason, I
do notlike to share. Yes, I learned all about sharing in kindergarten, just like everyone
else. And Iwas okat it, at first. As I got older and began accumulating things ofmy
own, purchased withmyown money and cared for and maintained byme, I became
protective ofmybelongings. I was always cleaning them and I was very attentive to
them. No one smoked inmy home or my car. There was no eating while sitting on my
new couches. No shoes were worn onmy carpets. The one exception theshoe rule was
ifyou had particularly smelly feet. I'd rather follow you around withabottle ofResolve
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carpet cleaner than worry about foot odor seeping into my carpets and furniture. I
became very particular as to how my things were used and when they were used. Even
where they were kept and how they were kept. Everythingbelongedsomewhere and
that gave me great comfort.
Eventually, life on my own gave me the freedom to arrange and rearrange my
things according to my comfort level. When I became overly stressed, I would clean and
straighten and resituate my things and eventually I would feel calm. I could rearrange a
room in an hour or two and somehow have a new perspective on life. Or, if I had been
having trouble sleeping, I would move the bed to another wall and then I would get the
best night's sleep I'd hade in a long time.
When I was at ease and all ofmy furniture had a new position in the room, I
would often look around and admire how organized and perfectly angled all of my
belongings were. Bookswere on shelves according first to height and second to genre.
Hardbacks were separate from paperbacks. CD's were all in their respective cases and
alphabetized. Picture frames were staggered so their subjects could all be viewed at one
time from the frequented places in the room. Pillowswere fluffed. Curtains were evenly
ruffled and there wasn't a speck of lint on the carpets. Only when all of this was
accomplishedcouldmove on to something else. And these requirements applied only to
the living room, of course. Eachroomhad its ownxmwritten list of necessary tasks.
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Roommates have been very trying forme. I do an excellent job of hiding my
possessiveness, at first. I always volunteer all ofmy furniture because I could not bear to
not seemy couches on a regular basis. I let people think that my things are your things,
make yourselfat home, but as I see themgetting comfy onmycouchand covering up in
myblankets I reach a level of anxietythat isseldom rivaled. And usingmy coffee mug,
well you may as well be wearing my underwear for as personally as I take it.
I'm not often vocal aboutmy attachment to mybelongings. I'm pretty
embarrassed about it, actually. I know it's not exactlynormal. Looks of confusion and
many,many arguments have taught me to silentlyprotect my things. I have even taken
to hiding thing that I don'twantotherpeople touse. Forexample, I amhopelessly
addicted to coffee. I own three stainless steel travel mugs, one ofwhich I usealmost
every day of every week. My current roommate also drinks coffee. I have over looked
the way she abuses my coffee grinder and my coffee maker. Until she began using my
travel mugs. At first, she asked touse them and she brought them back the same day.
Then she began using them, without asking, and leaving them inhercar. One morning I
brewedmy coffee andwas getting ready to headout the door when I realized that none
ofmy coffee mugs were where theywere supposed to be which is onthetop right hand
shelfofthe second cupboard from the left. An argument ensued later that day and she
eventually boughther own travel mugs which she always left in her car. Instead of
walking out toher car toget herown and she started using mine again. Once Iwas able
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to regain possessionof two ofmymugs, I kept them hidden on a shelf in my bedroom. It
hasbecomea horrible cyclethat causes memuchanxiety but I am forced to dealwith it.
Looking backon the course mylifehastaken, this possessiveness is not all that surprising.
I have realized throughmuchselfanalysis, which is the mostreliable kind, that my
belongings aresoimportant tome because I cancontrol them. I knowwhere theyare. I
know that theywillbe therewhen I needthem, if I needthem, and theywillnever let
medown. Through thisknowing, I amleftwithnothing less than a sense ofpeace that
hasbeen missing frommy life for too long.
